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THE PROBLEMS OF SOCIAL ADJUSTMEITT

AFTER DIVORCE

Chapter I

Introduction

Unlettered, uncivilized, primitive man chafing at the

restraint in marriage rebelled and divorced his spouse. Through

the semi-barbaric period on to the present day, divorce has in-

creased until it is recognized as a serious menace to Society.

Whether divorce is a social evil or a remedy, whether it is ap-

proved or disapproved, whether it is sanctioned by religion or

ignored, it is sexi.ously affecting the modem family. Divorces

are increasing so rapidly that one is cognizant of the fact that

monogamous marriage ceui be maintained neither by legal nor relig-

ious coercion,

"Divorced,"—yet long before the decree has been granted

by the judge, disintegrating influences have wormed their way

into the hearts of two individuals who, at one time in a period

not too far distajit, had thought of each other in hyberbolic

terms descriptive of superhuman beings approaching perfection—

the ideal lover and mate. What has wrought this antithesis?

What has turned forbearance to sufferance, supeiriority to in-

feriority, dxirability to trunscience, production to destruction,

energy to inertness, moderation to violence, attraction to re-

pxilsion, progression to regression, expression to repression.
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pleasure to pain, care to neglect, credulity to incredulity,

wisdom to folly, habit to desuetude, good to evil, pursuit to

avoidance, cheerfulness to dejection, lov© to hate, heaven to

hell? The love that was to be enduring, the joys that were to

be experienced, and perhaps had been; the marriage that was to

last for an eternity—all ended. Somewhere in the yesterdays

of each, marjriage was happiness, but somewhere in the marriage

that ends in the divorce court was unhappiness so extensive

that all else was obliterated, cast aside. In the months and

years preceding the actual divorce, the marriage has slowly been

disintegrating, the ftunily life disorganized. Gradually some

adjustments have been made, often unconsciously by the individu-

als making them, for usually the break has occurred long before

the separation is sanctioned legally. The process of readjust-

ment, successful or otherwise, has already begun.

"Divorced,"—seated in a crowded cotirtroom or in the

judge's private chamber, an uncontested divorce in eighty-five

per cent of the cases, the divorcee with lawyers and friends

hears the judge's pronouncement with decidedly mixed feelings,

a momentary elation at least on the surface but torn emotionally;

quivering under a composed exterior but shaken to the very depths.

Alone, absolutely alone ,^ although surrounded by friends and family;

no one really tmderstands, no one can understand, no one wants to

mderstand—the divorce is granted, that is the end. And in tr\xth

it is the end for many.
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In eeclxxsion the divorcee seeks to find perhaps solace,

peace, quiet. Tumultuous thoughts seek to express themselves; one

txims to the newspaper but there, for the world to behold, is the

account of one's divorce, a public acknowledgment of failure, the

social mores violated. A magazine holds the attention but there,

too, is the story of an unsuccessful marital venture. The radio

is turned on, what memories many of the broadcasts recall^ The

songs pull at the heartstrings, one lives over again in phantasy

the very moments of ecstasy and disillusionment they so vividly

describe; love's awakening, the betrothal, the honeymoon, the first

quarrel, the lullaby, and even the final parting—how one hangs on

the words, the intonations of the singer, the rhythm of the music.

Too much emotional strain and the craving for pl^ical fatigue

forces one to take a walk or a drive but so unconsciously that soon

one is going over the very country one wandered over in happier

days. The very house one shared is too replete with memories or

the new house is so strange; even the paternal home seems unfamil-

iar. Supersensitive and perturbed, one hesitates to mingle with

one's friends for they, too, seem changed. Business, profession,

or a job offer one an oppozrtxmity to lose one's self but only

partially. Religion gives solace to some, while others seek dis-

solution in promiscuity, gambling, and other vices. Even the con-

tacts one made during the pre-divorce stage do not seem so alluring,

80 congenial now as they did then.

Social heritage has not included in the mores of our
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Society, divorce: traditions, conventions, customs, ethics, and

ideals have not assimilated divorce: it is yet taboo, looked upon

with askance, stigmatizing and besmirching its victims. Society

is evolving, its mores are changing; in the future it may no long-

er look upon divorce as a public sanction of an evil; it may con-

sider divorce a remedy. Society may work out a plain whereby the

majority of marriages will be successful and the divorce rate will

dwindle materially. Society has called on the scientists—the

biologist, the eugenicist, the psychologist, the psychiatrist, the

philosopher, the economist, the sociologist—the Church and Educa-

tion and the State to help solve the problems of stabilizing mar-

riage and decreasing divorce.
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Chapter II

A General Statement of the Problems

Divorce has increased so rapidly in many parts of the

world during the last fifty years that it is recognized as a

serious problem irtiich must concern all those interested in the

betterment of human relations be he scientist or educator. The

varying causes leading to divorce have been analyzed and dis-

cussed: the legal aspects of divorce have been expounded:

divorce itself has been recognized as either a social evil or a

remedy. The problem formulated for this study, THE PROBLEMS OF

SOCIAL ADJUSTMENT AFTER DIVORCE, concerns itself primarily with

the problems of the individxsals who have been granted a legal

divorce.

Divorced and disillusioned when all life had been spent

in joyous anticipation of love and marriage, unless one were an

avowed ascetic* In earliest childhood, perhaps unconsciously,

individuals begin to make contacts and adjustments which invari-

ably hinder or help in the marriage state: social contacts are

made in school and oxxt, physical evolution takes place and bio-

logically they are ready for marriage; psychically they seem

ready for marriage; and economically they are ready for marriage.

Happy days of courtship with their plans for the futiure; legal

reqiiirements are met; and finally arrives the happiest day of

their lives, their wedding day. Anticipation over and realization
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experienced, but realization and happiness are not synonymous

as they had expected: gradmlly misapprehensions become misunder-

standings and qmrrels which cannot be settled amicably; and

finally comes what seems to be the only solution, the divorce.

In the eyes of the law they are freed from marital duties

and z^esponsibilities: they are free to assume their place in

Society but xmfortunately wroj of them find difficulty in so doing.

How can Society help them to rediscover themselves so that they no

longer become neurotic, psychopathic, maladjusted; imwittingly

rationalizing or projecting themselves until they are recognized

as social menaces? Their problems are many and the solutions varied

and involved.

The fflonogamous marriage is considered one of the funda-

mental institutions of Society, and evidence of its existence in

primitive society is substantiated by sociologists. Modem civi-

lization has found no effective substitute for monogamy. The

biological and sociological needs, in varying degrees of success,

have been met by those entering into the state of matrimony. It

is considered a wholesome normal relationship. Then it may be pire-

eupposed that those who cannot continue in the marital state have

some inherait differences or difficulties within themselves or

Society that make normal marital adjustments difficult. The grant-

ing of a divorce is not the panacea: the xmadjusted personalities

continue to exist, sjid usually, instead of improving, become in-

volved in various conflicts of body and mind.
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The health problems of the divorcee are of primary impor-

tance since they combine physical and mental health which are so

closely related to each other. The emotional conflicts affect seri-

ously the well being of those attempting to readjust themselves,

for frequently the underlying cause is so remote that only a psy-

chiatrist or a psycho-analyst is able to probe and finally find the

cause and help successfully overcome the difficulty. One of the

recognized major adjustments necessary is the reorganization of the

sexual life which is so closely related to physical and mental health

8Lnd which underlies many emotional upsets. Personality readjust-

ments are extx'emely important for innumerable divorces have been

the result of personality problems which have become exaggez*ated

in the strife and turmoil of unhappy marital relations and which

increase in seriousness diiring the post-divorce period. Mental con-

flicts diuring this crucial period express themselves in many anti-

social forms of behavior or are repressed \intil the victim is forced

to seek the assistance of a mental hygienist.

The economic problems after the divorce has been granted,

especially during this period of depression, are significant. Both

men and women are affected financially by divorce for it is essen-

tial that they continue to be self-supporting or they will become

dependent on their families or on the community. This is especially

true of the women who frequently have never earned a living before

maz^iage but now when they are older and not so adaptable are forced

to seek a job untrained in any line of work. The double financial





burden is often difficult for the man—maintaining himself as he has

always lived and supporting his wife and children likewise in an-

other domicile, on the same net income. Often remarriage further

complicates the financial sitxiation.

The social problems of the divorcee are often subtle.

Divorce is still unaccepted in social moires and carries with it the

disapproval of the group, the odium of social irregularities, and

the coercion of social controls when the individual does not conform

to customs and traditions. In many sections of the country the de-

cree carries with it social stigma which is difficvilt to obliterate.

To the divorcee the process of reorientation is essential

and is often more arduous and more extended than the securing of the

divorce which was granted in a comparatively short space of time.

The relation of Society to the problem of social adjust-

ment after divorce is one of grave concern since Society in its

present state of fl\ix is responsible for much of the unrest in mar-

riage. Society appeals to other institutions, the CJhurch, the law,

the schools, the home, and to the individuals themselves to pre-

vent the increasing nmber of divorces and to assist in stabilizing

the age old institution of marriage, the foundation of family life.
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Chapter III

Theories of Marriage

and Causes of Divorce

The normal individual craves seciirity, recognition, now

experience, and response. Marriage was based on the individual's

desire for security, especially economic security. The history of

the family proves that xantil the dawn of the Industrial Revolution,

the state of matrimony provided this seciirity to both man and woman.

Today marriage is sought for response, companionship, love. The

divorce rates show how unsuccessfully individuals have been in se-

curing the response they craved in satisfactory marriage relations.

Apparently they are unable to find in the institution of marriage

and in the environments in which they live, the conditions which

permit the play of inherent impulses demanding expression and satis-

faction. If hianan wants are educated, although they seem insatiable,

they caji be satisfied. Is happiness the test for marriage? It is a

right or an achievement. Happiness is linked with the bodily

functions, in the senses and perception. There are possibilities

for deep happiness, for usefulness. A critic once wisely said,

"Men euid women are never celestially happy when single, why should

they be celestially happy when married? For a few rare spizdts,

though I doubt it, marriage may be a sustained and passionate poem.

But for most of us, marriage must be, like life, a bit of prose,

with its ptirple patches and weak spots, prose with its long periods
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of flatness and discord, but prose, nevertheless that can be ham-

mered and shaped and wrought into an achievement, splendid and

solid and sound. But it must be hammered and shaped and wrought."

The individml's conception of marriage has much to do

with his idea of the success or failure of his matrimonial venture.

Nothing that mankind does ever remotely approaches perfection and

perfection is not to be demanded nor expected of marriage. The

"mousetrap" theory of marriage is based on the assvimption that life

is good and right but that it is fleeting. The female entrusts

herself to the male since it is necessary to give a bond. The "tom-

cat" theory of marriage considers marriage as a sex satisfaction

and the mn marries to sectire his claim on the woman. The "romantic"

theory or "school girl" theory is based on the assumption that love

comes but once and only once to each one. It is hopelessly inade-

quate for it misses entirely the opportunity for emotional growth.

The "classical" or "academic" theory is based on the idea that the

hvanan family is the foundation of Society and is the essential way

in which life can be carried on.^ The social tradition is handed

down. Love is the star that gtiides in the formation of this type

of family; love thrives in the atmosphere of certainty and must be

considered a prerequisite.

Normal emotional growth demands children; biological satis-

faction demands the completion of people's lives. This value must

be felt since one cannot appreciate what one has not. So seeped in

the philosophy of excessive pleasure, some individxials consider mar-

1 Morris, Albert Social Problems Class Discussion, Boston University,
November 22, 19^
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riage an emotional joy ride, a life of thrills, and expect its eur-

cease when pleasure no longer exists. They live in a world of phan-

tasy instead of facing reality. The primaiy end of marriage no

longer is the begetting of children but an appreciation consciously

of its end as a source of pleasure and love in its highest form.

Science is gradually evolving a plan of control of con-

ception so that reproduction may depend on the will of the individ-

uals concerned. At present contraceptive information is not abso-

lute knowledge since one hundred per cent control has not been re-

alized. Childlessness may be due to sterility, since about one mar-

riage in six is sterile, and not because of the contraceptive used.

Science must discover, too, how to make the bearing of children possi

ble when individmls so desire. At present the dissemination of such

information as is available in some birth control clinics is ille-

gal in msuay states. Bootleg contraceptives are not effective in

marttal relationships even though they may seem successful when

resorted to by the unmarried. Positive physical harm is done and

often emotional instability is caused by their use. This is es-

pecially true when one's conscience is convinced that nothing should

be allowed that is intended to frustrate the primary end of marriage.

Self-control rather than birth control is offered as the solution

for the control of conception. Even though the means used to limit

one's family may be neither physically nor mentally harmful, it may

prove aesthetically distasteful to carrying out the ideal of mar-

riage. There is a rebelling against the rigid code that sex union
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is condoned for the pxirpose of procreation, that the end justifies

the means, and that sex for pleasure is permissive but less de-

sirable because to it is attached a feeling of guilt. Pressure is

being broxxght to bear on the slowly changing moral code in refer-

ence to sex relationships both in and out of marrtage.

There is considerable variability in the sex capacities

of individuals of the same sex and the opposite sex. In the male

sex, it is specific, concentrated, and in the main, physical; while

in the female it is diffused, pervasive, sublimated, subtle, com-

plex, psychical, a longer process of evolution. It requires spe-

cific stimulation and arousal and is more or less cyclical. There

is gjreat danger in arousing in a woman complete sex expression be-

fore marriage because she is at the mercy of forces beyond her con-

trol. After marriage there is a difference in sex expression; in

the male it drops or becomes intermittent and often self-centered

,

egotistic; while in the fCTiale it increases and the mental element

is her specific stimulation, revxilsion, or repression. The quali-

ties of sympathy, devotion, constancy, chivalry, and self-sacrifice

are often evident in both sexes in their connubial relations*

The successful marital relation reqiiires not only the do-

sire for companionship and exclxisive possession but the mental ele-

ment as well as the physical for it should be a cooperative experi-

ence and not a duty. W^nan wants and should have physical response

in unhurried conjugal experiences following a period of intelligent

courtship. The Oriental has far exceeded his Occidental brother
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in the art of love and in love plays. Stimulus ajid response or

a succession of responses reduce resistance; all physical acta

soon become habits. Physical sex relations cannot remain ecstatic,

they tend to become habits, lose their emotional glow, and become

routine. If this condition is recognized, there is no cause for

alarm since continued emphasis on physical sex is not present in a

normal family when marriage is based on affection.

Overraiphasis of sex never makes for happiness and content-

ment in monogamy because it stresses animal sex and promiscuity in-

stead of affection and fellowship which are always present in whole-

some marriage end home life. Undoubtedly individuals lacking in

social maturity chafe at monogamous marriage and look to divorce to

free them from its bonds and permit them to indulge in successive

polygamous experiences, synonymous in many cases to legalized pros-

tittztion. Lovers mho have nothing to do but love each other should

not be envied for love does not sustain itself, and it endures only

when many things are loved together. Love cannot be isolated from

real living which in the marriage institxxtion is endxuring \d.sdom.

Connubial love flotirishM in atmosphere which is congenial and is

killed by antagonism which arises from other sources.

The early months and the first few years of marriage are

extranely critical times for during this period many struggle to

make adjustments and some never succeed. They are disilliiisioned

and the marriage ends in divorce. Divorce is used to express the

formal recognition by the state of disunion in marriage: it is
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completely and dramatically a failure, creating enmities, embitter-

ing and destroying, a breaking dovn of family consciousness, a loss

of the attitude of identification and consensus, a mortifying and

painful disillusionment, a shattered dream of life for those who

seriously entered into wedlock with genuine affection, deep and abid-

ing love. Seldom divorce completely solves the problem unless it be

in the case of those, who having a false sense of values, entered

into the connubial state lightly, with skeptical attitudes, and

sneer at social conventions, or who lack domestic inclination and

ideals, or whose marriage never had a strong psychic and social

foundation and was gradually disintegrating before they were aware.

In marriage individmls have been too closely associated in an

unique relationship by bonds that can never be severed completely

by any legal action.

If those contemplating divorce woiild give heedful thought

for the future and have complete comprehension of the mesjiing and

consequences of divorce, they would not find it so alluring nor

would they throw away a portion of their lives in vain attempts to

wipe away all emotional and physical tension but they would dili-

gently seek to attempt a reconcilement for there is no substitute

for marriage. Even after divorce the individuals continue to be

disorganized, disintegrated, and quarrelling ?rith life itself for

they have not within themselves the capacity nor the resources for

happiness in life and they continue to be discontented, dissatis-

fied, intolerant, highly tensioned, fleeing from present trouble,
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pursuing elusive bliss.

The caiises of divorce are both social eind individual and

often include factors that are found in normal marriages which do

not end disastrously. Culled from various sources the following

list includes the causes most frequently cited: the religioiis and

secular conception of marriage laws, popularization of law, laxity

in administering law. Interference of state a j age at marriage;

culture, emancipation of woman, increase in popular learning, im-

proved social status of woman, equal standards of morals, single

standard for fundamental virtue of chastity, higher ideals of domes-

tic happiness, new basis of marriage, individual and utilitarism

side of marriage, mutual attraction and preference, social eqimlity

of woman, woman's right to self-expression, new stimulations and

responses engendered by wider social experiences; industrialism,

growth of cities, occupational conditions, employment of both hus-

band and wife, mobility of occupations, occupational standards, sex

contacts required by occupations—the industrial revolution; econom-

ics, stress of modem economic life, modem standards of living,

pressure of modem economics on the home, passing of economic func-

tion of the family, economic independence of woman, economic demoral-

ization, poverty, and financial reverses; individualization, spread

of discontent, two ideals of family, individxialization of sexual

interests, sex response, and control, clamor for stimulations after

marriage and dissatisfaction without them, health, refusal to ac-

cept marital responsibilities, attitude toward marriage, rational-

ism, faulty romanticism, independence, selfishness expressed in
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self-realization, self-expreeaion, self-gratification, self-interest,

inebriety, jealousy, oversensitiveness, carping emd qxjarrelsome

spirit, a fault-finding and complaining natxjre; temperamental mis-

adaptation of husband and wife, interference of relatives and neigh-

bors, social and cultural background, bad life preparation, charac-

ter ajid educational defects, fundamental dissimilarity in culture

and religion; the weakening of social and religious control, immi-

gration, and the loss of social coercion.^

Divorce, because it lessens social security by counten-

ancing careless living or irresponsible domestic relationships and

because it has been found in every study of decadent culture is

pathological.

1 The Annals l60 pp. 192-19^
Flugel, J. C. The Psycho-Analytic Study of the Family p. 5
Gillin, J. L. Social Pathology p.

Ooodsell, Willystine History of the Family as a Social and

Educational Institxition pp. A72, 510, 521

Groves. E. R. Marriage pp. k9^-k9k
Groves, E. R. Social Problems pp. I66-I67
Lichtenberger, J. P. Divorce pp. 540-5^5, 580
Mowrer, E. R. Family Disorganization pp. 21, 56, 14?, 151, 195,

197
Schmiedeler, Edgar An Introductory Study of the Family pp. 84-89,

95, 105-108. 121, 129, 155, 157, I66-I76, 185-

197, 505 > 554-556
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Chapter IV

The Traneition after Divorce

The transition after divorce has nearly as many phases as

the number of individuals divorced for each has different problems

which affect him in an xmiqiie way for the ijnderlying circumstances

vary so much that it is impossible to consider them in a group.

The transition pains in a case well known to the writer have ex-

tended over a period of years and the agony although less poignant

is not assuaged. Superficially, the marriage of the young couple

looked promising in spite of parental objections in the girl's fam-

ily. Unliurried courtship extending over a period of six or more

years from high school days, although interrupted by the necessaiy

breaks in continxiity of contacts through educational pxirsuits which

took them to different sections of the country, should have assured

them of coD^tibility. Since he was a doctor and she was a direct-

or of physical education, knowledge of the fundamental reqxxirements

of the sexual side of marriage should have been known to them.

Pinsuicially things were not so roseate but both seemed to be will-

ing to make sacrifices in the hope that economic security was in

the not-too-far-distant future. She was undoubtedly romantic in her

conception of marriage; he lacked the essential elements to make

financial adjustments and depended on his wife's salary and incc»ae

to support them. He resorted to lying whenever faced with an issue.

In less than a month, the marriage was proving unhappy t at the
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end of fo\xr months, they had separated. The details are not sor-

did nor spectacular: in fourteen months, she was granted a divorce,

asking no alimony, but requesting the right to resxane her maiden

name* Undoubtedly a domestic counsellor or a Court of Domestic Re-

lations coiild have saved this marriage: unfortunately no recoijirse

was made to trained specialists who might have ironed out the dif-

ficiolties; perhaps they were too intolerant and impulsive: but

divorce seemed the only solution. There have been absolutely no

contacts, not even a letter, since the day they separated; apparent-

ly they stepped out of each other* s life as completely as though

death had intervened. Ihiring the years that have passed the writer

has been in touch with the wife; the conflicts still exist and the

readjustments are not yet satisfactory. At the time of their mar-

riage she was twenty-four and he was twenty-seven.

After the separation, the wife seemed absolutely numb, a

state one might expect after a serious illness had sapped all one's

physical and nervous strength and energy. Retiuming to her home in

a saall city did not make readjustments any easier. Spuming con-

tacts with people who sought to include her in their social activi-

ties, she turned after a few months to work. While her divorce was

pending, she was still a married woman. Because of that legal status,

she could not continue to teach in a public school system, so she was

forced to offer her services to philanthropic organizations which ac-

cepted them willingly and gave her some classes a few days or even-

ings a week. Summer came and she was fortunate in being permitted
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to return to a girls* camp where she had pz>evlou8ly spent several

happy summere under a sympathetic and understanding director who

accepted her again without fiuiy questions or discussion, Otitwardly

the wife was making successful adjustments but under the brave ex-

terior was a battle waging that sometimes took the upperhand in long

sleepless nights but eventually was submerged so deeply that the

director was sincere in saying that the counsellor had proven more

efficient than ever. Another fall arrived and because the divorce

was as yet in the offing, it was not possible to apply for a teach-

ing position and the prospects of securing a job looked less pro-

pitious than the previous year since the depression was being felt

and special teachers were the first to feel the economy measures.

Securing work for a second season a few days a week kept

her from being idle, gave her a small income, and permitted her to

continue in her own line of work. The spring of that year brought

the divorce which was granted at a private hearing with no publicity,

excepting the publication of it on the docket. The suspense of wait-

ing for the divorce was over but the let-down expexdenced was ex-

tremely enexnrating. A second s\mimer and again camp work successfully

tided her over till another fall.

Undoubtedly the depression has been a big factor in her

inability to make satisfactory adjustments economically and this has

carried over into other situations which have made readjustments

perhaps more difficult. The reorganization of her love life has been

irritating for she most assuredly loved her husband and sexitfLl rela-
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tions were satisfactory until other sitxaations developed which

made marital relations physically satisfactory but mentally pros-

tituted. Sex hunger is sometimes so intense that she wonders if it

might not be a mild form of insanity which is not to be supposed

since such a condition often exists when sex relations have sud-

denly been terminated with one who had been so tiruly loved. Un-

doubtedly this very hunger has prevented her from making normal con-

tacts with other men for she is fearful that in spite of herself she

might be tempted to remarry and she has lost confidence in her own

judgment and would hesitate to make so momentous a decision again

pireferring to remain unwed.

This is the third year, beginning the fourth since her

separation. The following are excerpts from letters written during

the last few months. Explsmations are necessary occasionally and

will be interspersed between excerpts when needed. In October of

this past year she secured woz4c in an office, and although untrained

for that tyi>e of job was anxioxis to try it—"anything is better than

nothing.

'

October 21
Maybe it's easy but I do not know—^there are times I could

cuss and walk out or weep b\xt so far I*ve plxigged along darned grate-
fvil for the work but I do have my troubles and plenty of them. Kay
(her roomnate in the school where for three years she secured her
professional training) has her ring. It*s darling, of coiirse, but I

wonH get hot about the subject. Smerson (a girl who taught with her
her first year teaching) said I must come to her wedding. Oh, yeah!
not me: it*8 grand to have an excuse (working). I appreciate the .

chance to work at aj:^ thing: wish I could explain it to you.

October 22
I just tore up my Massachusetts driver's license. There's
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only one good thing tip there and that's you. (The state of UasBa-
chusetts was all iright: ahe objected to the state of matrimony
which she had experienced there.)

October 25
(One of her most intimate girl friends is contemplating

marrying secretly a man many years older who had six months pre-
viously been divorced and has to contribute to the support of his
child. Since hm had not lived with his wife for over two years be-
fore the divorce and had been paying attention to this second girl
for less than a year, she was in no way responsible for the divorce.
The couple, M. and P. have asked her to be a witness to their mar-
riage.) Don't think I want to have any part in P. and M. 's plans;
changed my mind; I'd rather not. Life is too tangled, why watch an-
other tangle taJce place. I'm not very keen on doing what I don't like
to do and never was. I'm still grateful and work like mad, but if I

thoxjght I'd be harnessed to a desk for life, I'd quit tomorrow. Fun-
ny when you're tired all kinds of battles—but then who cares?

October 25
(Continxiing to work evenings at the Y. W. 0. A.) I'd like

to be so good at teaching Danish that I could do that and nothing
else. I love it and I wonder just when I'll get going again. Noth-
ing like getting ducked all over to pound sense in one's bean. That's
me and how! The car is falling to pieces now, I think I'd stand on
my head on Main Street if I only could teach again. It certainly is
a drive of intense desire, if you know what I mean, so here's hoping.

October 51
Still hanging on here so-o- you might as well have the sad

news at once—last one in, first one out. Soimds like I'm no good,
etc. btrt my boss said I did dam well but that they have to cut, so

out I go on Friday; says he'll give me a good recommendation any
time. Somehow I don't feel bad aboiit it, just sorry 'cause days are
long and empty with not much to do. Begin wondering though if
they'll put physical education in that new btiilding. My guess is
that they won't and so I go on worrying. I was blue last night,
thinking, guess I have feelings abotxt what's to happen. Oh, hem,
why worry too much? This is Y night for me; glad, too, you just bet
I am.

November 1

Such a day—well 'so'l over anyhow ajid what's next? I grin
this year oxxt but after that I quit this battle and I don't mean may-
be—funny how you hold in, but then let it pass.

November 5
Seems sort of natui^l, nothing to do. The old brain goes

into a huddle with no results. I wonder and wonder and worry and
scold myself, review the past but it's all the same as ever. Snow
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here, golly, no joy in it for me, juat sort of makes me sad because
I realize after all it means another long winter. Oh, well, it will
go somehow so I keep telling myself to hold on. I went to church
and dreamed about other things. I always do I guess after that talk
with Mr. H. (the minister) last spring. ff*s ex-wife was there and it
gave me a funny feeling, M*s home. I was just up to see her, showed
me the rings and I nearly dropped dead. "Are they?" said she, and I

had to say, "Yes, I hope they bring you better luck than-— " some-
how though it goes deeper. Can't explain. Funny I should and did
get the same make, brand, etc. in Bangor. Oh, well, the world is
small, "Someday I'll find you"—my, the old radio cejrtainly wrings
my heart at times. Gee, I hope you don't think I'm in a continml
state of griping—seems life has been a continual state of what—sort
of a perpetual circle and I can't for the life of me light any where
as yet. So I blow off steam to you and you alone. If I didn't, I'd
bxirst and that's the truth. Don't for a minute think I wear this .

OTxtwardly. Oh, hell, I'm all bawled up and I hope you understand.
If I cotild put all the emotions on paper—it's well I can't, I don't
know what to do nor say to either of them (M, and F, ), He hasn't a
thing to offer U. except love which may or may not last. I don't
mean just passion but I know the erotic picture it creates too veil,
so I really sweat aboixt them. Then, too, it might be very beaxitiful

and they might and I hope are very happy. Seems as though the odds
have it and so I wonder on and on, I think work wovild be a blessing,

November 7
My heart stood still—one of my ex-boy friends was in it

(a drama) and boy, he did a good job, too. Trying to hold my chin
up, you bet I am; tough on the courage and the disposition goes hay-
wire now GU3d then.

November 8
Back to the old program, getting up any old time. Ironed

my wrath away today, I coiild have thrown things at Mother, She
makes me so darned mad I wanted to cry. Lots of Northern lights-
cold winter, lots of snow, and I wish I could go to sleep and wake
up next spring. Seems as though I'd go nuts, (Took on a Scout
Troop.) Why I'm doing all this I don't know, I don't want to—part
of mo wants to j\ist hide and stay there but somehow the other half
won't let me. Maybe 195^ will be a better year. I don't know but I

sure get sick of all this. I think I'd be a good one to live by my-
self, too, except I'd be hot at supporting myself right now, A hun-
dred years from now more or less it won't matter a bit, me with no
job. What's the use—nothing I ever think up ever pans out worth a
dam. If I ever feel much lower, I'll pass out—ever feel that way?
What a life! This is a woeful letter and I know it and I hate my-
self for writing it. This, too, will pass somehow, I guess.

November 10
Not much news around here to write you about. Life is very

sa
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drab nowadays. Can't stand M. and P. together to save me. Feel
all shot inside. Those two are so all gone. Ever watch a bear in
captivity—long chain around a pole—well, that's me all over—honest,
around and aroxmd the circle. If I thought I'd get a job by next
spring, I'd feel better but honestly I haven't much hope right now,
and boy, what a feeling! Oh, well, keeping going somehow, I sit on
a chair and try to think up someway to land a job, and finally I

tumble into bed. Yesterday was a heck of a day and I got blue. If I

coxild only not get so wound up within myself. Oh, well, 'specs I'll
live.

November 15
I am absolutely amazed at the vast number of high school

people through school and nothing to do. Honest, and I get the itch
worse than ever. They can't get to college and they can't find

work. On top of that I catch hell every now and then because I can't
find work and so the battle continues on, I could swear but that
won't help. Bet I've wept any nvnaber of nights but then why bother
with all this? Scouts tonight—going to do something for some family
Thanksgiving, poor devils, I'm in a state of discouragement not only
tor my own hard luck but others. My gosh, what is going to happen?
U, and F, are going to New Hampshire Saturday in spite of the devil
himself and I hold my breath absolxxtely because I realize it's a step
that means your making or yoxxr nain, I hope, though, that they'll be
happy, I feel lost most of the time. I haven't much co\irage left as
time passes but just maybe I'll hang on for a while longer, who knows?

November 21
I don't know where we are all headed but at any rate we are

all in the same boat, I guess. Damn this depression, anyhow* If I

could find any damn thing, I swear I'd take it aixd no fooling. What
a long, long month this is!

November 25
I'm sorry to see M. get the b\ig, too. But nothing I can do*

I just hold my breath and that's all. Life is a long drab affair for
now, however, something might happen so hang on for a while you bet,

Novanber 25
Only one thing in my way—^no job. I get wild thinking

things out.

November 27
Another trip to the dentist this morning and another to-

morrow and I hope that will be the end. Wonder if worry rvdns one's
teeth or what? heavens only knows I scrub them plenty. Oh, dear,
just another one of those things in this vale of tears. Somehow

I've felt more light-hearted for a couple of days—doesn't seem
as though it's humanly possible to loaf more than six months more
at the most. If so, I guess they'll have me in Attgusta with the rest
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of the nixts. The poems make you grit and hang on in spite of
hell, fire, and high water. M. and F. drove into the driveway
last night in great glee. They've don it. They are happy and I

tried to soxmd delighted bxit I have an idea 1 sounded half-hearted.
Oh, well, such is life.

December 5
(After spending the holiday here.) Wish I were still at

hand. Bitter with the sweet in this life. Just tuned in my radio,
"Love is the sweetest thing." I should know. Heard "Sweet Madness"
last evening, words and all; my, and did I think, golly, gee. I

guess everyone has their troubles one way or another—maybe I'm
lucky after all. I certainly have learned one sorry lesson. If I

ever can get feet planted, I won't kick a damed bit. Life
goes on and time goes, too; just can't believe there'll be no jobs
forever and so I am going to refuse to think the things that I

shouldn't be thinking.

December 7
Hold my bx^ath until after election. Wish to heavens

something would happen but I just don't know. Life goes on, any-
how, and that is something at least.

December 12

I could say a lot but it's not much use trying at this
point in the game. I feel so dumb and I guess I am. Don't see a
thing btxt six months to go. Have to live on the high spots nowa-
days and they are far and few. Damn this depression, anyhow, and
oh, for a job, if ever, ge... I've had my troubles, oh, well,
what's the use? I haven't any interest in going to see anyone any
more. How can life seem so empty? I guess it's just me cuid my
state of mind. This certainly can't go on forever, nevertheless,
it gets me.

December 15
Met my old boy friend and he looked charming even in work-

ing clothes. I'm glad because I've dreamed about him for two nights
in a row now. Don't know why but then don't worry, I'm not sorry
I didn't marry him, either. Very consoling at this point to know
he asked me once, anyhow. What a life, all of a sudden I get a lot
of fight in my soul though; and I refused two chances to go oxA to-
night to type another letter to Augusta to see if there are any
jobs in the Health Department but I don't know. Anyhow I'll have the
fun of spending six cents to find the answer. (Return mail, "No
available jobs.")

December 14
When I think I have my health and nothing to do and then

I hear abo\it the situation in Maine, half the town and city taxes
vtnpaid and I begin to wonder, and then they want more gas tax! The
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ndllB are going on to a four-day week. What in time ie going to
happen, and by gosh, where in the devil am I ever going to find
work? I coxxld rave all night biit what's the use? I*d iove telling
a few people where to go but it woxxidn'x help a bit b\xt it's there
and boiling at times.

December 15

Well, the election went off good. I didn't vote for the
new mayor because he is not in favor of athletics but a helluva
lot he'll have to say, so who cares. But here's the good part, C.

,

M. , and A. got on the school board and I coxild almost stake my life

on the fact I'll get at least a break with them. Ar^how there are
no foolish old ladies on the board.

December 17
(M. and P. qxoarrel—he went Christmas shopping with his

little daxaghter, age eight years.) I know how M. feels only too
well. Says she'll get even, "We'll cut on the loving," and says I,

"Don't do it." All this and more including that P. has been out of
work for a week. P. arrived after dinner. He felt rotten, I know.
I couldn't watch him and he tried to stop tears. I guess M. felt
better. Anyhow, oh, hell, what a life! I gave a lot of advice I
didn't follow myself but then I hope they'll get by. He loves that
daughter of his, and poor M., it gets her. I don't know why all this
to you birt I do get blue and I don't seem to get over it. I'm so
utterly sick of hanging aromd but I guess I'll exist a while yet

—

have to somehow since it's being done all around.

December 19
Got a call from the Y.; would I teach an extra night

—

would I? Gee, delighted to get a chance. Well as you might guess,
I feel good, the old spirits "raised" about 90% ajid oh, for am even
temperattire again. My, (an invitation to a reunion of professional
school classmates, all married or about to be) I've struggled through
a letter to Honey, Sort of useless business my meeting that gang.
Lordie, I'd feel as though I had my tail between my legs. I just
can't take it, I guess, no how, much as I'd like to see 'em again.

December 20
Boy, oh, boy! I wish it were January so I could pitch into-

the school board again. I feel as though it were the last stand ajid

if I cfiin't make the grade this year, I night as well make up my mind
to find something else, heavens know what. Or I could make it strong-
er, you bet. I have to keep busy. I could burst thinking things out.
Lordie, and do I hate it more and more. Maybe P. in his new job will
see if there are jobs for women any where, but I honestly doubt it«

The world looks white today, and my, did I ever speak out of turn.
My Mother had to go out and I was on edge so we foxaght, ashamed to
say, b\rt when I get reminded of how much they do for me, I go crazy.
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Deeeaber 27
(Substituting in one of the schools) The gods smile;

this is a study period; I'm one of those lazy (?) subs. The super-
intendent called me. I nearly dropped dead bu so grateful I could
have kissed him. My what a life, well at least life is getting
busier by the minute. Did you ever see a week like this? (Three
jobs in one week—the Y., substituting, and a call to report for
work on the C. W. A.)

December ^1
Here's one person that isn't sorry the year's gone and I

just have a feeling that this one has got to be better. Subbing is
over. Sorry, too. Everything went ok and I enjoyed it so much.

January 1

(CWA job on the Farm Survey) Believe me I feel as though
I'd been places and done things and if anyone ever feels blue,
troubles or what not, I'd like to take 'em along for just one half
day. I don't think much of this job bixt I've been howling for a
long time so I taJce it and grin; good start for the year anyhow

—

some kind of a job, I mean*

Janxxary 5
It's a job, something to do and I'm grateful and darned

glad to get it. I hold my breath—got pretty good territojry. You'll
think I'm nxxts but I can't help it. Anyone would be after all these
years, .1 hope I get a job teaching somehow, sometime. Well, this
is life and that's experience and I'm sure getting some of that.
I'm telling you I lived plenty of blue moments last week. On top of
tlmt my mind took a backward turn and I couldn't stop so there were
a lot of might-have-been moments. Seeing M. and F. is sometimes
hard business for me. If I had a job teaching, what then? Life
looks darned different—I have no pet direams any Bsore. Well, it's
just an adventure, this life; there must be more. I just don't
know but dam it, we'll drive on anyhow. Yesterday I was in a grand
spot just at smdown, glorious! I jxist had to stop and gaze miles
over those white frosty hills with nothing to break the silence and
peace. I thought of many things. You would have loved it. Cold as
it was—grand to just be there.

Janmry 22
Lonesome day somehow in spite of all things. (The car

breaks down again) Poor Chevie, the two of us seem to be taking a
licking for sure. Have worn out the calendar counting the days,
always the same state of mind here. Met a physical edder who was
trying farming and is she ever down at the heels. We had quite
a chat. I guess life is made up of runs, hits, and errors; and oh,

for a job, a permanent one, for just one year again that you'd
know where you were and why. This is a helluva job to put women on
—it's darned cold and the roads are regular death traps. Another
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year of this and I give up, no fooling. Ifciybe 1*11 feel better
blowing off steam, (A married couple call to see her—the girl
had taught with her her first year teaching. ) Good to see them
again but dam again, back chapters hurt aind I can't help bxxt feel
even though I've promised myself not to think, and by gosh, I won't
and don't. Still cold and so cold and do I hate it. Ninety-nine
days to warmth and one hundred sixty to camp, emd could I ever bask
in the sun. If it were not for you, I guess I'd b\irst—nothing
hangs between life and a good bowline in my mind, but cheer up, we'll
try and not be morbid. Quess we can still take it. The days are
qxjite a bit longer and that certainly is a help for all of us.

Spring, I can hardly wait to see something green again.

January 25
A couple more weeks' work, whoopie! No cut in hours nor

cash, what a help! Right now I can't see much future in smything.
Oh, well, one more week knocks January out, two more and just maybe
things will look better. At best, it can't be much colder. Some
of the places are just plain awful and I feel like a nut doing this
job because I can't help thinking about these poor souls. Gosh,
awful. I was in a place Monday, the roof was leaking right over me,
windows half out, boarded up and dirty. I saw a man eating bread
and milk, and it was toasted on top of the dirtiest stove I ever
hope to see. Believe it or not, I saw a woman making cookies, roll-
ing them on newspaper. Well, believe me, I know I've been places.

January 28
Spent most of the weekend reading "Anthony Adverse" so I

wept. Doesn't taJce much gray matter for this job and sometimes I

hate myself for getting it, honestly, I do, but then again it's in-
teresting and it's a different approach to each one. They are all
so different; you just have to make it and at least get your foot
planted near the door. I know, I feel a bit—and that's mild

—

depressed about no permanent job, no work, etc. but when I see some
of these poor soiils, gee, health gone, real old people not knowing
what next with them, golly, I tell you, I feel awful. Well, I feel
sort of ashamed and darned glad I have a chance to meet people who
can take it and still grin.

Jajimry 29
(Substituting for a day.) I'm far from complaining at

this point. I still wonder what's what. This city is cutting
$20,000 and still 15^ cuts (teachers) for the year so I don't know
if yours truly will ever be employed again or not. However, life
goes on and I guess I won't be crossing bridges until I have to.
Glad to be busy; I'd go nuts thinking. We sure do plenty that we
don't want to in this life.

February 5
I'll have plenty of time to loaf after Monday; my, and
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after working ajiy dam thing is much better than hanging aromd.
Boy, did I look over the old Bermuda pictures the other night and
each one wove a perfect wave of memories. Golly day and are they
nice to fill in the hollow spots!

Febrvtary 6
Could I ever get hlxnd with nothing to do the rest of the

month. Sure am thankful for my health but I get burned up think-
ing about no regular job but what's the difference, lots of poor
devils worse off so why sweat and swear about that, (xoing to get
bxxsy this week and see if I can find out anything about a job; if
they are to have physical education, etc., if I can.

February 12

Dad lost his job a week ago Monday although he is still
there. I just don*t know. I could kill a couple of more people
tonight. I've wept buckets but I guess we won't cross bridges un-
till it's time to. This makes me hope more than ever I'll get
something to do. Uy Grod, what a life I and pardon me for saying so
but I feel like hell. I think Dad's a brick. I'd have wept buck-
ets if I'd been in his shoes. I seem to have put the jinx on the
whole family. Think of all the things that have happened. Well,
always darkest before dawn, who knows? I wish to heavens I coiild

know which way to jump.

February 15
I hope the youngsters (scout troop) will enjoy the valen-

tine party. I know I've planned it with a broken heart so maybe
it will be good, hvih? This sovmds blue, I know, and if I can ever
get to see you, I have plenty to say.

February 14
The youngsters had a grand time—left a box of Page and

Shaw's in my car. I wish they wouldn't do things like that but
then what can you do? Feel foolish hanging around but expect I'll
have to take it, as the saying goes,

February 19
(After a weekend here) I guess there'll be some jobs

before long and camp isn't too far off and I'm not giving up hope
yet. Rather an emptiness comes over me—home again but memories
are pleasant so guess all will be well before long. Sure wish I

were doing something. I wonder jiist what is going to happen but at
any rate we'll face it and live through it somehow.

February 22

Things are rather ragged for M. and F. F. has been ill
ajid his sister has been butting in and all together his family
have run her ragged. I honestly think families and the combina-
tion of a perplexed emotional strain new to each of them is plain
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hell. I'm anxious to see M. and get all the dope and I now wish
she hadn't done this thing. If you can't find that fusion of some-
thing greater than just passion and peaceful understanding, you are
worsted to the very mari'ow of yovir soul and back again. I guess
the jokes about mother-in-law and family are not overdone in the
least. Life is no masquerade, that's sure and we're all selfish
as the devil when it comes to the other fellow stepping too much
on oxir toes. Well all this and I know not why except I got steajaed

up myself. M. hates hearing about G. (F. 's former wife) and the
child. I vrish to heavens he'd go home to her and stay. The young-
ster is crazy about him. What a life! Dad seems in good spirits
lately. After some thirty years he must know the game, so why
worry. He's down so far now that amy jxjmp would be good. Eventually
I imagine we'll move and I guess it won't bother me much except I

love this house. I was bom here, you know, and some roots are deep.

If only I could land that damned job, I guess nothing will matter.
We'll see. What is to be, will be; and we'll have to take it auid

grin about it,

February 25
I'm busting to rip this Febrmry calendar to shreds, then

I'll itch the whole of March and feel a little better about life in
general by April or at least I hope so. Gee, if things don't break
by next fall, I just dxmno what. I'm wondering about Dad, too.

M. and F. got reckless and wore the rings—three months ago. All ok
except his family says M. They won't be home for awhile, license
rtmning out March 1, so he's parking his car in his yard until
spring. I tell you this alimony racket is something.

February 28
This is the last day of this blasted month and who knows

—

another February may bring better luck to all of us. Already I am
just plain weary hanging around, I'd give ten years for a job
right now but it looks like I'll spend ten hanging around. Dad is
stilling hanging on at the factory taking stock or something. I

heard they are planning on a Physical Education Department in the
new school and the equipment is already installed. Whoopie, I
hope to heavens I land that job.

March 6
I'm so sick of hanging around I could scream. I don't

know aboiit that job. L. (her lawyer) says to leave the superin-
tendent alone and E, (a member of the school board) says it is no
good chasing the school board. They have my papers and know I want
the dam thing amd I'll either get it or not get it and I guess
there isn't much one can do. I swear I sweat thinking about the
whole thing. I feel awful stale, honeet, I do, just kicking around
and waiting for camp. Hope these two months go in a big hurry
but as for warm weather, that could stay forever. By fall if
nothing shows up, guess I'll go bxary my head in the mud with the
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rest of the poor fish. Gee and do I love this sedentary life but
by gosh, some sixteen weeks to the end of Jvme. About twelve more
weeks in the Y, and do I ever hope emd pray that it'll be the last
of that place for me, either that or the last of me, I guess, gee
You know it's lucky I have you to blow off steam in a big way now
and then. What a life! I could wish no one any greater curse than
no job and I'm not kidding, even to a broken leg or ill health. I*d
rather have 'em all than jobless. I get sick thinking so I'll keep
on cussing until something happens one way or the other. I wish my
Dad wasn't such a lamb taldLng it on the chin over there but then I'm
just like him in that I don't know what in hell to do either. One
track mind, I guess. Oh, well, we'll drive on smyhow.

March 10
If we have a large group at the Y. from college, I'll

rate another class, and another 6% cut, ughl My father is nuts,
too. Gosh he hung around all day yesterday and this afternoon.

Oh, Lord, just signed over the house to Mom. We're scared he'll
sink himself in business for liimaelf and if he does, ye gods, we
are just plain finished. I'm so scared that I won't get in here
next year, I don't know my name or what to do. Honest none of us
know if we are on foot or horseback, what a life. I co\ild chuck
this place in hell and run miles. Am I griped, by gosh, I am. I

could weep buckets. This is a helluva letter to write, I know.

March 12

Haven't any school news. Dam it all but I'll feel like
picking out the first ditch if it's to be another year of emptiness
and this time I don't just mean maybe—what' s the use of kicking
aroiand, no good to anyone, not even yourself. What in hell do you
suggest? If I find nothing to do—I'm a wreck thinking. I've been
to my own funeral so often that it isn't fxmny. I can't find any
happiness when I relax and think and I do my best not to think. I

don't know but I'll hold eveiything a while yet, but gee, I don't
know what's what nor why.

The transition in another case personally known to the

writer has been quite different. Aboirt fifteen years ago, after a

short courtship, a young woman of nineteen and a yoxxng man of twenty-

one skated down the lake to the minister to be married. He was a

traveling man from the middle West and she was a stenographer in one

of the lake cities in New York. Racially and culturally they had

the same background: financially he was extremely successful, con-
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sldering his youth. The war had ended and biieiness declined: hie

income was materially lessened so he sold the high-powered car ajid

retrenched in their living expenses. After a year or two during

which time their income dwindled so much they decided to move to

Massachusetts where they both secured jobs, he on a meagre commission

8Lnd she on a job that paid less than half the salary she had re-

ceived before her marriage. At first they hired a fximished apart-

ment but finally they each went to live at a Y. Another year passed,

the wife went to New York City to seek employment, where acting upon

the advice of the manager of sm employment agency, she secured work

on the assumption that she was a single woman. Later the huband

went to New York City and secia-ed work. They finally decided that if

he had been successfxil without a college education, more education

woiild improve his opportunity to make good in business; so with this

goal in view they both worked and paid their expenses and saved a

little. The husband went to a preparatory school part-time for two

years. The following year saw him at college, one of the most out-

standing ones in the East, and he, too, had to pose as single. Se-

curing part-time work and with his wife's contjribvrbions, he financed

his way in college. They were within a few hours' ride of each

other, and now posing as brother and sister were permitted to see

each other frequently. By his junior year, he was so successfully

making a living with part-time work that he no longer needed finan-

cial assistance from his wife. Never lacking in attentions from

other men, the wife gradually became intez>ested in someone else.
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One is conscious of a difference of ten years in age when one at-

tends college with one's "brother" and no natter how attractive one

may be at twenty-seven, one resents the xmconscious charm of the

debutante of seventeen or eighteen*

Divorce in New York is granted on the grounds of adultery

only, and it was not difficult to secure even thouigh the charges

were false. But even after the divorce had been granted and tl:^

former wife was practically engaged to a second man, she kept in

constant touch with her former husband and even promised to attexid

the senior functions with him, persuading him to invite no one else.

In the spring of his senior year, she married a man a few years

older than she, firmly established in a profitable business, abso-

lutely honorable in all his dealings with her for he believed her

at fii^ to be single, and later thoxight that her divorce had been

seciired some time previously. Not even now does he suspect what

transpired the first year of his marriage. The first month after

her remarriage she called up long distance and talked for an hoiir

to her former husband begging him to take her away. They really had

been very much attached to each other; for two years they continued

to see each other occasionally. The writer tried to dissuade the

husband from attempting to see her for she was apparently happy and

was financially more seciire than she had been for several years.

Intermittently after grad\jation he secured work which inevitably,

according to the former husband, was going to lead to iznusual finan-

cial retiim but which in each case proved short lived. Each time
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when ho was looking for work, he made contacts with his former wife

either by meeting her, telephoning her, or sending her special de-

livery letters, assuring her of the fact that he was going to do big

things, b\xt he never seemed to accomplish them* His pride should

have kept him away bxxt apparently her maternal attitude toward him

made him crave her attention when he felt dependent. Finding it

hopeless now to persuade her to cast her lot with him a second time,

he decided that somewhere "I have got to get me a son" and he made

advances toward a young Southerner, a decade younger than he. In

spite of the fact that he felt any girl woiild be glad to marry a

college man, even a divorced one, he found her family, though they,

too, were separated by divorce, unwilling to countenance his atten-

tions. His next point of conquest was a Noirbhem girl but relig-

ious differences prevented lier seriously considering hiia. Within

the past year he has married a girl in the Middle Atlantic States and

is apparently happy.

Perhaps the wife of his youth was polygamous in her ten-

dencies but to one who has known her through these fifteen years

she is not so heartless nor fickle as she might seem in recoimting

her matrimonial ventures. She has been married this second time

nearly six years. Her first husbcuad required mothering and guidance

for years; the second husband is more the paternal type, making de-

cisions without wavering and not influenced in the least by his wife

when he feels that his decision is the wiser, and it usmlly is.

Boxmtifully generous of his time and money, she is having the things
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8he has always longed for, opportunity for travel btrt a home of her

own cuxd time enough to enjoy domestic life. Her conscience smites

her and she is fearful that some inkling of her duplicity may be-

come known to her husband. She has cut off all of her former firiends

with the exception of a few whom she has found dependable and trust-

worthy in the stress of those trying years. Her new contacts are

agreeable but she finds no depth in such friendships. Two years

ago she had a complete nervous breakdown which manifested itself in

many forms of physical ailments necessitating contacts with special-

ists in many lines, the cancelling of long business trips on the

husband *s part for the wife could not be left alone. The specialists

agreed that there was nothing organically wrong: they prescribed a

baby to release thwarted emotions or instincts, but eifter fifteen

years of potent contraceptives or possibly always sterile, she has

been \siable to bear a child although she has been under the care of

an eminent gynecologist. At the present time, however, she is physi-

cally and mentally well enough to enjoy a trip abroad with her hus-

band.

The transition process is difficult for both men and women;

no one appreciates its difficulties any more than those who have been

forced to exi)erience it for inner xxrgee and longings are deep and the

plucking of the blossom by divorce does not remove the roots that

were planted in the bed of time love and affection.
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Chapter V

The Health Problems

Sexual Adjustment and Reorganization of Lore Life

Sex, a normal craving to be legitimately gratified, has a

dominant place in the individml*s life whether he considers it de-

lightfully intriguing and intimate, deeply sacred, or inutterably

vile, evil, obscene, disgusting. It is affirmative not negative,

active not passive, creative not destructive; it is dominant, power-

ful, persistent. It combines the physical, the biological with the

mental, the psychical. Sex in modem life is pervasive and pene-

trating; the impulse is refined and complicated for it permeates all

activity. The tendency today is to magnify sex in contrast to the

concealing of it yesterday. The mishandling of sex during the

courtship period is sometimes one of the problems that finally ends

in divorce. Proximity enhances sex but intimacy diiring that period

is against social concepts, and if indulged in when passion over-

rides protest, the conflict nay carry over after the marriage has

legally been sanctioned. Chastity is to love what reason is to the

mind. Chaste relations in covirtship are a mutual duty and not all

the responsibility should be placed on the man.

Sexual incompatibility is not one of the legal gromds

for divorce but it is the fundamental cause of much of the unhappi-

ness that leads to disillusionment and final separation. Undoubted-
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ly the psychiatrist and the psycho-analyst have opportunity to stxady

the underlying causes of such incompatibility and it is sincerely

hoped that more comprehensive research work in the field of divorce

may be forthcoming. It is recoomiended that this research be done

by making individual contacts with divorcees over a period of time

sufficiently long to intensively study and learn the primary reasons

for and resxilts of divorce. Dr. G. V. Hamilton has made this type of

stxidy of two hundred married men and women; eight men and fifteen wo-

men had been divorced. The study covered a period of four years;

each person was interviewed under the same physical conditions by

Dr. Hamilton, himself. The resxilt is extremely interesting and valu-

able for it is a subjective study made by a well-trained psychiatrist

who apparently followed, quoting in his own words, the advice given

him by Adolf Meyer: "Never wander a hair's bredth from the facts of

subjective experience in an impatient effort to make logical con-

structions gratify yoTor urge to explain. Sufficiently patient and

prolonged observation may be expected to disclose, in time, various

natxiral lines of cleavage within the total psychodynamic set-up of

the individml, and when enough patients are studied in this spirit

we or our successors shall come to know what particular types of

events—both inner and outer—characteristically occur in recog-
1

nizable constellation and sequence patterns." Dr. Hamilton's re-

search proceeds from this general problem:-

1 Hamilton, G. V. (Dr.) Research in Marriage, pp« xii, xiii
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"I 8 marriage in itself a faulty institution in that it
prescribes a mode of relationship between spouses which tends, in
the end, either seriously to impair or to destroy an originally es-
tablished congeniality and an originally high sexual reactive value
of spouse for spouse? Or does the fault lie essentially in the
kinds of reactive equipment that environmental influences tend to
build up for us throtoghout infancy, childhood and adolescence.

'

He asked the following questions relating to sex relations
and sex compatibility*

What is there in your marriage that is especially msatis-
factory to you? Sexual inadequacy 59

Other sexual causes 57
Sex habit distasteful 10

What is the principle source of trouble?
Sex maladjustments 46

• •••the most annoying and dissatisfying things in your mar-
ried life? Sex 55
•• ••tmsuccessful marriage, chief cause of

Sex 27
Variation of sex act disgusts 61
Psychoneiorotic 21
Sex experience before marriage

Spoxise before marriage 25
Other than spouse 6k

"•...evidence of a greater degree of satisfaction of the
men, taken. as a group, with their maridages than was shown by the
women must be d\ae, in part at least, to the circumstance that, while
15 of the 100 women were either divorced or separated from their hus-
bemds, this was true of only 8 of the men. 2

"Of the 25 spouses who were either separated or divorced
at the time of the examination only 1 had a satisfaction-grade of
more than 5 points. This exceptional case was a woman who still
loved her husband, and had lost him to another woman without there
having been time for much preliminary squabbling about it. Her
grade was 5.5

"....The distribution of the C, D, and E grades contains a
more definite suggestion that the failure of a woman to attain the
orgasm diuring the first year of marriage may be associated with a
greater tendency to find, in the end, that her marriage is extremely
xmsatisfactozy than is the case with the woman who has orgasms dxir-

1 Ibid, p. 5
2 " "79
5 " "81
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Ing tl:^ first year It will be remembered that E is iised to
designate the highest degree of general dissatisfaction with their
marriages that was shown by ai^ of the 100 men or 100 women. The
sxigeestiveness of this finding is somewhat increased by the fact that
11 (75«55 per cent) of the 15 women whose marriages terminated in
divorce or separation did not have orgasms during the first year.-^

"From almost every standpoint only the truly frigid woman
(of whom there was but one in our group of 100 women) can afford to
ignore an absent or seriously lacking orgasm capacity. Unless the
sex act ends in a fully releasing, fully terminative climax in at
least 20 per cent of coptilations there is likely to be trouble ahead.
The least serioiis consequence is a chz*onic sense of tense, restless
unsatisfactions. It is, I think, one of the most suggestive findings
of my z*esearch that, of the 46 who are inadequate as to orgasm capac-
ity, 20 had been diagnosed at one time or another in their lives as
more or less serioiisly psychone\irotic. Although inability to have
the orgasm and more or less serious nervous symptoms occur together
with significant frequency, it is only in a qualified sense that we
can regard one as a resultant of the other. Chronic sexual unsatis-
faction may augment or even precipitate nervous symptoms, but the
weight of evidence is strongly in favor of the view that when a psy-
chone\irosis and an inadequate orgasm capacity occur together in a wo-
man they nrust be regarded as resultants of a common cause.

"The main text contains so many points of evidence in sup-
port of the possibility that psychological factors are of prime im-
portance in determining an inadequate orgasm capacity that a sepa-
rate monograph would be requiz*ed to do justice to them, ••..there

is considerable evidence that fear or incestuoioB inpuisions or ag-
gressions nay be the essential determinant of this incapacity, and
that other factors which tend to establish a negative conditioning
with reference to sex may have reinforcing rather than a primarily de-

termining value in the matter.

5

"The material •••• sijggests that the individiial need not be
overtly anal erotic, sadistic, masochistic, incestuous, or homosexual
in order to remember that such tabooed impulsions as these played a

role in his earlier psycho-sexual life, or even to recognize vestiges
of them in his present make up.^

"When we come to the more specifically sexual problems of
marriage we find that, whereas only 5^ of the 100 women had been able

to have the normal, typical orgasm during the first year of marriage,
this number had increased to 54 at the time of their examination.

1 Ibid, p. 157
2 « « 5^5
5 " "550
4 "5^
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This somewhat unexpected finding suggests that, in spite of the
staleness which is likely to enter into any kind of relationship
between two human beings after they have been constantly together
for more than a year, prolongation of the spousal tie beyond this
period is more likely to be favorable than unfavorable to a woman's
chances of overcoming the adverse sex conditioxiings of her pz^^nari-
tal life. When we turn to the records of the present research we
find that the evidence impressively sums up to an indictment of what
parents and society coismonly do to the individual in their efforts
to socialize his sex impulsions. There is also considerable evidence
in support of the possibility that in many families the sons and
daughters are so affected by their parents that when adult life is
reached no conceivable mode of prolonged and intimate relationship
with a person of the opposite sex is likely to end otherwise than
disastrously. Taking the evidence as it falls into complex individ-
ual psychodynamic patterns, one cannot escape some quite definite
convictions on this subject,"^

Dr« Katharine Bement Davis included 1000 married women in

her study of the sex life of twenty-two hundred women. She foimd

that 279 stated that their xoarital relations were distasteful.

"We are able to show that for the group under consideration
preparation for the sex side of married life is a factor making for
married happiness; that there is a correlation between preparation
ajid the attractiveness of the married relationship itself as it comes
into experience; that when these first experiences are attractive
there is a greater chance for subsequent happiness. There is, as

might be expected, a greater chance for happiness where the original
experience was pleasxirable, and four times as many of the happy group
as of the unhappy have fomd these sex relations so dtiring their en-
tire married life. On the other hand, at the time of filling out the
questionnaire more than four times as many of the \mhappy giroup as of
the happy groxip found them distasteful. Where the husband's intensity
and freqijency of desire are giwter than those of the wife, there
seems to be about an even chance for happiness. Something over 50 per
cent of cases in both groups belong to this class. Where frequency
amd intensity of desire of both husband and wife are approximately
eqml the chances are greater that they will be happy than xmhappy.
Where the wife's desires are greater we find the higher percentage in
the \inhappy group. Little difference exists between the two groups
in the frequency of sex intercourse in the early yeajs of married
life. As has been pointed out, at two points only is there a differ-
ence sufficiently large to be significant, and in these, the absolute
numbers under consideration are very small. A trend, however, is
indicated in both cases. No relationship eon be shown between the

1 Ibid, p. S5k
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use of contraceptives ajid the happiness of married life. On the
other hand, abortion is abotrt three times as frequent in the un-
happy group. No differences large enough to be significant exist
between the two groups in relation to intercourse during pregnancy.•1

This study included only five divorced women.

Both of the studies quoted above were studies of those liv-

ing in the marital bond. For the average man and woman the conjugal

relationship is the only means for gratification to the fullest ex-

tent of these intimate demands. If sexual maladjustments play such

an important part in their lives, how infinitely more significant

mtist they be in the lives of those who are unable to attain little

compensating bsippiness in the connubial state, and how momentous are

the sexual conflicts one must try to overcome within oneself after

divorce, when starved for sexual expression, one mvuat learn to sub-

limate one of the urgent primary instincts and live the life of an

ascetic or celibate. When one has drunk at the fountain of connubial

happiness and has tasted its sweetness again and again, even though

one has occasionally been forced to swallow the dregs, the longing

for continued sippings surges strongly within and the force of self-

control necessary to refrain from satisfying one's thirst is far

greater than that necessary to restrain one trom concupiscence when

one's latent sexml desires lie dormant, never having been completely

stimulated nor satisfied. There is a trite saying that it is better

to have loved and lost than never to have loved at all since it is

the desire of every human being to be loved. Sexual and amatory life

1 Davis, Katharine Bement, (Dr.) Factors in the Sex Life of Twenty-
two Hundred Women, pp. 7^-78
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often feiiX to reach the heights of true Joy bizt lead Instead to the

depths of sorrow: the xanloved may never experience the sublime

peaks of ecstatic happiness but assuredly one is spared the disap-

pointment and anguish when lore is irefuted.

Sex is not obscure enchantment; it is a vital, omnipresent,

ubiquitous agent awakening new interests, changing attitttdes, in-

creasing mutual understanding; but, under present conditions, over-

stimulating, exploiting, being made intentionally morbid in its ap-

peal by playing up to the sensational, erotic, salacious, and even

pathological through literature, drama, and other foms of commer-

cialized recreation which influence, reflect, and mould life; per-

mitting the fullest experimenting and experiencing of physical sex

or animal gratification with little prohibition. Marriage should re-

lease sex tensions which enhance complete well being, increase health

and vitality, mitigate moodiness and nervous irritation, free the

finest impulses in spiritxial union, and give the greatest physical

delight that can be experienced.

After divorce, sex must be sublimated or it becomes re-

pressed and repression is as injurioxxs as expression is helpful. The

divorcee in trying to readjust his love life finds it extremely dif-

ficult and freqxiently becomes the victim of mental abnormalities

which lead to neuroses, insanity, and sometiioes sxiicide. Unfortxi-

nately it has been the consensus of public opinion that in the male

only was sex gratification essential and repression harmful: but

physiological, chemical, and psychoanalytic researches have proven
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tbat the sexual drive of the female is potent and much more in-

volved than in the male, is jxist ae inadeqixately repressed, and

gives zdse to even more serioiis forms of physical and mental break-

down and entire collapse* Especially is this trvie when the sex needs

are complicated by a real love and true affection for the lover who

has been divorced, for the sex impulse is not isolated but is boxmd

to sentiment and emotional attachment and dependency which exist

even afto* one's mate has remariried. Both sexes may have become em-

bittered, cynical, desperate in their search for happiness thwarted

when the marriage ended in divorce; the freedom is disappointing and

di si1Ixisioning •

The intense fiaidamental craving, the predominating desire,

the "wish for response" cannot be completely repressed by the di-

vorcee for one is desperately in need of companionship and knows not

whither to ttim for it. So urgent is this drive for response,

passion, or love's desire for fellowship that the casual meetings of

divorcees, iriien z^serve is not possible for response meets with re-

sponse and certain stimuli are released, lead to a renewal of sex re-

lations for the physical bond oxztlasts all other bonds. Erotic ten-

dencies msinifest themselves in mastxirbation auid homosexual alliances

which may be considered mutual masturbation. The sex activity in

any varied forms of expression or even perversion may be the outward

sign of inward conflict but the hunger for huoAn contacts and for

companionship is instinctive in man who is primarily gregarious.

The divorcee who feels that he escapes monogamy is polyga-
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zooua In his tendencies, and in his sex cravings he exemplifies the

lack of Batxudty which manifests itself in the overdeveloped animal

passion and the underdeveloped higher type of monoganoxis affection.

He is reverting to the period of the courteseoi and heterai, finding

in marriage only toaporary satisfaction pxarchased by irksome obliga-

tions from which he has soijght relief as soon as social convention

and his conscience pennitt he remanries not only again but several

times. Adultery may have been the cause for divorce but the under-

lying symptom might have been adultery when the dissatisfied mate

covild not successfully cope with his marital 8it\iation which was

becoming more and more involved, and to justify himself, he soxjght

to salve his ego In sex relations which at least bro\2ght him physical

satisfaction. Often ad\U.tery ceases when the stimulation of sex

caused by his mate's presence has been removed in the granting of the

divorce. Then, too, when in the married state, he cotild shift the

responsibility for his indiscretions to his marital partner bvtt now

he can only blame himself.

Prostitution is being tolerated less and lees, and the

patron rather than the victim is looked upon with askance. Like

other forms of slavery It is gradiaally falling into dlsrep\xbe, and

public opinion will eventmlly force it into the discard. Prostitu-

tion may relieve physical tension in the divorcee, bxit the emotional

and spiritual interplay are lacking because of deep-rooted fear or

repulsion. Both men and women are cognizant of the effects of pros-

titution as is evidenced in the prevalence and ravages of syphilis.
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gonorrhea, and other social dieeaaes; their menace to the health of

others, even the tmbom; there ia also ever present a feeling- of deg-

radation for having fallen so low, even when a sadistic aatiafaction

nay be experienced: revxilaion expresaes itself, and other outlets

are aoiight. The financial stringency nay force the renoxancing of

illicit relations since a legal claim for paternity nay be made upon

the man* For the woman who feels forced to be promiscuoxis there is

in addition to the fear of loathsome disease, the danger of becoming

pregnant* Then, too^ because her sexual nature is so diffused, she

seldom finds complete satisfaction on the mere physical level* This

may be true of both sexes when the spiritiial side is still attached

to a former mate, fomen are more inclined to be controlled by the

social mores and irefrain from primary sex relations bizt often they

engender their sex capacity by too much emphasis on secondary plays.

Degrading sex never solves the problem of sexual readjustment. It

nay restilt in disgust for the opposite sex euid be responsible for a

projection mechanism which throws discredit on those who shared the

illicit experience.

The divorcee scorning commercialized vice in prostitution

often foTtoB a liaison with one on his cultural level bestowing love

with no sense of obligation nor responsibility. This type of alliance

is often rationalized in the philosophical system that maintains that

the love life is one's own affair, outside the jurisdiction of public

control. ULke all other free love pacta, this arrangement \i8ually

ends in diailluaionment for the woman and promiscuity for the man.
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Promiscxiity is an unfortunate attempt at readjustment of the love life

which always craves and needs full and ideal emotioml participation

for complete satisfaction; it is never a sol\xtion. Unscrupulous per-

sons of both sexes often take advantage of the physical and emotionaj,

upset experienced by those divorced, and seek to involve them in ex-

periences that are continually stimialating them erotically. This is

especially true of some men who feel that divorced women are anyone's

plaything. Persistently and astutely they attempt to break down the

reserve which the divorcee has tried to btdld up as a protective moam^

tire. They constantly endeavor to batter down her gmrds because they

are cognizant of human frailty, especially in sexml relations, and

they feel cei^in that if they continue their bombardment long enox;igh,

they will eventvially be successful. They offer not love but passion^

and the victim is more than ever involved in endeavoring to secure

and maintain sexual balance* She is conscious, too, that she has

stmken lower in being so gullible amd in suhnitting against her better

j\]dgment and sense of decency.

One may turn from sexml dissipation to drinking, gambling,

and other vices which seem to exalt the ego; but none of these offer

a solxition nor a satisfactory means of readjustment. Sublimation

of the sex instinct may be found in one's work especially if one is

engaged in work which makes contacts with others, as in teaching,

nursing, medicine. Athletics, music, and art, the sciences that

arouse creative instinct are often helpful. Day-dreaming and living

in a world of phantasy are often resorted to, but avoiding difficul —
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ties does not overcome them. Religion, too, offers solace; and one

often plunges into religioxis work with a fervor that is fanatical.

Unless the problem of sex adjustment is solved successfully or sub-

limated wisely, the inevitable results are physical and mental break-

down, a completely disorganized human being.

Personality Readjtistments

"Personality is no thing but an adjuslaaent
.of inner and outer processes expressing
themselves on their dynamic fringe of life,"^

Personality is a combination of all expressions, inhibi-

tions, heredity, environment, and ego. The adiilt's desires place

him, according to the philosopher, into one of several groups. The

hedonist whose only desire is for pleasure, the bodily values; the

materialist who desires objects of pleasure, aesthetic values; the

pragmatist who desires activity, the associational values; the hu-

manist who desires persons, intellectml values; the idealist who

desires ideals, character or moral values; and the personalist who

desires God, religious valxxes. Personality persists even though a

succession of selves seem to destroy it. If the types of personality

are considered carefully, one can but marvel that when two individu-

als, two personalities, are imited in the intimacies of marriage,

they do not more often seek relief in the divorce coiort.

In the backgromd of personality is sex appeal—^the appeal

to the intellect, the stirring of the emotions, the stiffening of

1 Waller, W. The Old Love and the New p. 295
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the will—which develops in courtship, and flowers in a successful

marriage or withers in unhappiness and disintegration in divorce.

Death in spite of its crisis and severe strain on personality is re-

sponsible for less individual conflict than is divorce with no so-

cially sanctioned rules for securing adjxastment, nor little provi-

sion in American culture. Personality problems depend on the pre-

vious experience and on the personality and constitutional weakness

of the individmls tested in emotional growth in marriage where char-

acter traits seem to determine success in domestic relations*

T!bo frequent demoralizing effects on personality are of

great social significance for in extreme cases they lead to sex per-

version, criminality, dependency, psychopathic behavior, insanity,

and death. Habits built up over a long period are rudely under-

mined, life-long attitudes tximed topsy-turvy; tolerance, respect,

and affection are not compensated for in the disillusionment of di-

vorce for the disorganization of either or both personalities in-

volved began when the marriage was beginning to disintegrate even

thoiigh one of the individxaals may have found in the marital state a

partial solution to some personality problems which now seem magni-

fied. Divorce occasionally relieves inhibitions. The practical and

romantic xmited in marriage do not achieve happiness and when divorce

results, the ensxiing conflicts and xsiadjustments are different. In-

fatuation to one may still be love to the other. Jealousy adds to

the problem of readjustment especially when the one who still loves

learns that the fom^r mate is contemplating remarriage for then is
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exposed the fact of inadequacy in being able to hold one's mate and

in relinquishing the loved one to a successor. If romantic love or

real affection were the bases of the marriage, the thoughtful person

himself experiences deep pain when he consciously hurts one he has

loved even when he has failed in the transition from romantic emotional<

ism—supreme and ecstatic happiness—^to satisfying marital life*

In contrast, the practical reason for marriage may give rise

to cynicism and skepticism which makes of the conjugal state only a

temporary experience entered into with hestitation and doubt and the

determination to dissolve it by divorce when difficiilties arise*

This attitude is injurious not only to the individuals but to Society*

In the individual's personality are certain attitxides which cause him

to respond to certain hedonistic values and desires; vanity, individ-

ualistic types of economic organization, economic security and advance,

forms of sex appeal that are new and intriguing, and social recogni-

tion. Individualism is the personal schematization of life, I-atti-

tudes enthroning self to the detriment of others and when overstressed,

lead to personality conflicts.

The divorcee is usually not liked because admittedly he has

personal problems, subjective difficulties which meike him preoccupied

for he must soothe woimded pxdde and self esteem, overcome bitter mem-

ories and pessimism, redirect habits, restore himself to his group,

readjust the conflicts and rebellion within him so that he may live ef-

fectively: rarely is he able to successfully reorganize his personali-

ty. Personalities are distorted in endeavoring to escape from this in»-
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tolerable situation and latent dirives may bo found in pathological

fixations and homosexual attaclimentB. Often the divorcee is mcon-

scious of the seriousness of his problem and unwittingly employs

projection mechanism to compensate. He is curious about the marital

life of his compsLnions because he expects to find something salacious;

he is ianf6.ir in his accusations; he assumes a hostile attitude toward

divorce. Undoubtedly because of native capacity, innate charm, or

through wise direction, a divorcee may readjust his personality and

become a successfully integrated member of Society.

Personality developiaent is the fundamental problem for fu-

ture research in readjustments after divorce. Probably from the mo-

ment of the individual's conception to his death, his personality is

developed by the reaction of the organism to experiences which set

up reactions which finally congeal into habits, attitudes, and types

of behavior probably determined as to the form they take by the pat-

terns of behavior already in existence.^ Divorce is often the re-

sult of the clashing of two individualistic wills against each other

and against Society. Sroup values are being superseded by individual

desires, and the success of marital relationships is being more and

decided by the individuals concerned. Personality conflicts of the

divorcee should be stiidied subjectively if those interested in the

disintegration of the monogamous manriage are to probe deep enough

to find the actual causes of divorce and remove them. Personality

maladjustments, all the conflicts and misadaptations within the in-

1 Gillin, J. L# Social Pathology p. 164
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dividual himself—habits, ideals, attitudes, etc.—and how he re-

acts to conditions which touch him at every point—his environment-

are fundamentally the cause of unhappiness ajid tragedy in the mar-

riage which ends in the divorce court and resxilts in the disorganiza-

tion of at least two personalities.

Mental Conflicts and Readjustments

Uental conflicts are closely related to and interact upon

sexual and personality maladjustments. Fear, disgust, wonder, ajiger,

subjection or negative self-feeling, elation or positive seie-feeling,

and tender emotion are considered the primary emotions; Bjid by add-

ing to them the feelings of pleasxure and pain, excitement and depres-

sion, all can be compoimded into the states recognized as emotions

which are in a large measure the result of bodily disturbances out-

side of the brain. In any crisis readjustment depends upon certain

conditions and circisostances imminent, sjid more important upon the

personality background, which must show a high degiree of integration

or there will be a disorganized personality which finds difficulty

in overcoming mental conflicts. Any person if subjected to enu>tional

strain beyond a certain limit would suffer a nervous breakdown but

the limit varies considerably in individuals because it is dependent

upon many complex conditions: the integration of the mind's motive

forces are significant; the coordination of instincts and impulses

sizPficiently to harmoniously function can preserve mental health un-

der which a mind less integrated would breaJc down.
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Mental integration is dependent upon a process of success-

ful mental growth and development which has modified conflicting

motives auid tendencies so that psychical energy is discharged with-

out undue friction or inhibition in suitable channels so that the

person is mentally stable and efficient. In marriage habituation

is closely associated with oootional dependency, one individual

highly dependent emotionally upon the other; usually one was depend-

ent upon one's parents when a child and transferred this dependency

to one's mate, and after divorce there was no one to whom transference

could be made. Dependency of this type finds expression in one per-

son adopting parental attitudes toward the other, with so much per-

sonal gratification that the loss of his mate by divorce creates a

personality problem. Emotional dependency is strong when the mar-

riage was the first and was contracted in youth when emotions are

deeply rooted. The repressing of emotions leaves the divorcee disor-

ganized, and in disgxiise, they reappear. Sentimental emotionalism

was at high pitch in cotirtship bxzt its expected continuance in mar^

riage led to disillusionment for such romantic ideals of marriage

were not realistic. Avoiding difficulties, seeking only Ixixury and

comfort left the individual unprepared to meet the realities of

domestic life and the readjustn^nts necessary a^er divorce. Senti-

mental desires for response, attention, caress, and physical ex-

pression in sex, with little thought of admiration for personal and

spiritual qualities, leaves one again unprepared for reality. Ther«

is still need for social control, moral compulsion, and an objective
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science of ethics for scientific discoveries and inventions applied

to practical uses in ministering to the comfort and health of all

has led to fa,ulty romanticism and a pleasvire philosophy of life

which is socially harmful and detrimental. Emotional attitiides are

antagonistic and indifferent because individualism leaves nothing to

foster love, and divorce is the result. In modem Society nerves

are at high tension because there is so much pressure outside of the

home which is often sought as a place of haven and refuge.

In marriage the desire for security has given place not

only to the desire for response—idealization—^which is primarily

related to the instinct of love, but to the desire for new experi-

ence which emotionally is related to death: it implies motion,

change, demger, instability, and social irresponsibility, which may

have been the underlying cause of tension, stress, and finally di-

vorce. Satisfaction is thenjudged in terms of individual wishes.

Frustration of sex needs causes serious conflicts of ideals and at-

titudes, habits and responses: a new appreciation of the relation

of sex to mental conditioning has been affected since it is now

known to have a definite relation to mental growth, balance, virility

temperamental stability, and character development. Conflicts aris-

ing GLfter divorce sometimes are due to the injuring of moral ideals

which seem to lead to temporary suicide, numbness, a partial disso-

ciation which leaves a broken personality struggling with mental coom

flicts which prove baffling. There will remain reminders of the old

struggle, repiressions, bitter memories, interior stress and strain.
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some attitude, some hate, eome pose, some fear, axjd the diiller aches

and pains that last forever,^

The divorcee may txxm to rationalizing where one acts first

and then attempts to justify his actions; anyone with intelligence

can usually find a good reason for doing what he wants to do* The

rationalist accepts nothing, questions everything—customs, conven-

tions, and beliefs—thinks boldly, seeks knowledge by experiment, is

skeptical, substitutes reason for authority, tends to sneer at social

conventions, undervalues traditions euid disregards customs and con-

trols of the past, substitutes rational guidance in place of control

of behavior; and reason will not invariably control the powerful in-

stinctive drives of manj freedom without restraint, a flouting of

legitimate authority. The rationalist represses love and hostility

which often resiilts in aboulia, a sort of paralysis of the will pro-

duced by conflict in the love life in which the attitude toward the

love object is ambivalent, that is composed of two antithetical at-

titudes so that love and hate appear in the complex in nearly equal

proportions. This rationalistic psychology is generally discarded

in principle by those who habitmlly deal with problems of femdly

discord.

The divorcee if he is to make successful readjustments,

must have learned not to love his former mate and miist accept the

experience of divorce, frankly facing the situation with a decision

based on the conscious consideration of all the factors involved,

1 Waller, W. The Old Love and the New p. 252
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not dodging its reality nor its significance in any way—this is the

best way to deal with mental conflict.
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Chapter VI

Economic Problems of Adjufltment

Tbo economic problem may have been one of the caiiees that

led to divorce where inability to adjust the family income has re-

sulted in friction, where the income has been insxifficient to meet

the req\]irements for the standard of living necessary to be main-

tained, where it has been not large enough to meet the bills con-

tracted during prolonged illness, or even where economic affluence

has been instrumental in demoralizing family life because it of-

fered the means of escape from an involved situation. In times of

extreme economic depression, as the present time, financial read-

justments are difficult to make, incomes are materially reduced,

jobs are hard to find, and a loss of position means not a few weeks

of xanemployment but years with no income forthcoming,

Eoon(»nic rehabilitation after divorce is a serious prob-

lem. The divorcee is proud, perhaps exaggeratedly so, but anxious

to continue to live on the same cultiu^l level as in the marriage

state. Financial problems may be displacement mechanisms resorted

to to camouflage problems that lie deeply in one's conscioitsnees,

for tndemeath conscioiis motives may exist subtle mental impiilse;

but assuredly they are problems which affect both the man and the

woman, unless both have substantial incomes, as from inheritance,

and not dependent upon one's capacity to earn a livelihood. Affected
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financially in hie social relationships as well as professionally and

in bxisiness, one mvst seek to re-establish oneself when adaptability

is lowered because of preoccupation with many problems.

Alimony is the legal name for the allowance the hustend may

be compelled to pay to his wife when she is living apart from him or

is divorced. Temporary alimony is granted for, or over, a certain

specified leng;th of time: permanent alimony can be granted when the

divorce decree is given and does not cease upon the remarriage of the

recipient \mless so stated. Usually reriari*iage is gromd for reduc-

tion in the amount of alimony paid. Practically one third of the di-

vorces granted include in the decree the provision for alimony. Ali-

mony has become a social problem. Some states specify that not more

than one third of the husband's income may be paid as alimony; some

specify that the alimony be sufficient to maintain the wife (and chil-

dren) comfortably; and others specify that the amount be sufficient to

enable the wife (and children) to contini:^ living in the same place

as she did previous to divorce. Usually the lawyers* fees and all

other incidental expenses entailed through the divorce proceedings

have to be met by the husband. The paying of alimony is often a heavy

financial drain reflected in the hxisband's attitude toward other ad-

jiistments he is forced to make. Alimony is often given to the wife

who may have been guilty of all the breaches of contract involved in

the divorce, and because he is guiltless, this b\irden seems especially
\

heavy to the husband. It may lead to sex irregularities because the

former husband is unable to remarry financially, since already he has
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had to ciurtail hie o«n expenses, and perhaps lower his standard of

living. In case he does ranarry, his economic difficiilties may be of

stifficient magnitvide to caTjse \mtold hardship and disorganize his sec-

ond marital venture. If he is a professional man—a lavyer, a doctor,

a minister, or a teacher—^his professional status is changed, his so-

cial contacts tinged with restraint; and because he is entertaining

subjective problems, his professional skill sometimes suffers. A

minister or a teacher, through social pressure, may be forced out of

his profession and it may take years before he can successfully re-

adjust himself in some other line of work.

A dentist known to the writer married his office assistant

who was fifteen years younger than he, from a lower cultxural level,

but efficient in her line of work. He continued to practice where ha

had been established for many years, having built up a lucrative

practice by working evenings and Smdays; and by catering to children

he had an especially profitable clientele in that rapidly expanding

suburban section. When his own two children were xander five years of

age, his wife secured a divorce. Everyone seemed to be in sympathy

with the dentist and was shocked to learn that his marriage was a

failxare. Issnediately he gave up his lucrative practice for his of-

fice was within sight of his former home. He opened an office in

a larger city where he was known only to his patients who were work-

ing there. It was too far away for his former child patients to

travel alone and they turned to dentists still in their neighborhood*

Forced to pay alimony based on what his income had formerly been, he





had to retrench considerably on his own expenses, and was able to

secure a decrease in alimony after a few years had passed. Gradually

during the past ten years, his practice has increased, but dental com-

petition in a large city is keen vmless one is outstanding, emd never

has he approached the income he received before the divorce. The

former wife and children live as they did before the divorce was

granted in a home far better than that to which the wife was accus-

tomed before marriage. He sees the children weekly and spends his

two weeks' vacation annually with them. He returned to his own home

and has lived with his own family contributii^more than his share to

the expenses.

The economic status of woman has changed. A century ago,

the average woman had no alternative bub to marry—there was no such

thing as a woman being economically independent, vmless she were an

exception to the rule. Gradually winnan established herself in in-

dustry and won recognition in the professional field. She competed

with man and secured economic independence. Financially, marriage

is no longer a necessity for woman. She can maintain herself in

Society as can a man. The unmarried nosa&n is not looked down upon,

and unfortxmately for the future of marriage, her prestige and in-

dependence often excites the envy of her married women friends who

are discontented and think they want the freedom and independence

that are hers. Before marriage at the present time a woman usually

has been accvistomed to making her own living, spending her own money.
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eind making bar own money dacielone on a parity with man in th« in-

dtistrial and professional world. An unfortiznate marriage may have

interxaipted her career, b\xt after divorce, in oinlinary times, she

may continue it. If this continues to be the case, \mdoubtedly the

awarding of alimony will not be so widespread, and the "gold diggers'

who seeic divorce only for financial gain will be forced to continue

to live in the aarital state or avoid marriage altogether* Where

there are children, alimony may be justified. If the wife does not

receive alimony—to her the symbol of security, and has no other

soiurce of income, she must return to her former occupation, if pos-

sible, or if she has never earned her own living, she is forced to

train to become economically independent, if that is possible at her

years. She may find it necessary to return to her former home where

she may be forced to adjust not only herself but her family to her

divorce; and she is often obliged to face the very conditions that

were conducive to the failure of her marriage. Sometimes, unforttip-

nately, unable to find work or to lose herself in her occupation,

she thinks that the only solution to her economic problem is remar-

riage. It often ends, as did the first, in disillvisionment, for it

is based on security instead of on affection. In a woman's life,

time and circia&stances during marriage and after divorce seea. unkind;

age is a barrier in most cases in securing profitable emploj^ent; and

the woman is left over on the outer edges of Society: what is Society

to do with these "extra" women?
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Chapter VII

The Social Problema of Adjustment

Divorce has not yet established itself in modem social

mores even thoxogh many members of Society give it lip acceptsuice. It

is still oiitside social conventions. To be labelled a "Divorcee"

places one outside the pale vhich increases the complications of one's

existence, —subtlety sind sophistication are supposed to be the ear-

marks of a divorcee—and makes more intricate his social adjustments.

The divorcee is the victim of the misery that comes from committing

some blmder which causes one to be looked down on, since he has in-

curred the disapproval of the group: he does not wish to be held in

contempt. He is considered indecent, interesting enough to furnish

delightful reading for individuals who are morbid in their interests

fiuad to give material for serious study for those interested in human

relations: a delectable subject for gossip for those who enjoy vicari-

ous living. In a town or small city, gossipers infer, in nearly

eveiy social contact the divorcee may make, xxlterior motives, since

one is supposed to bo a bit risque" Friends of his premarital days

with whom he renews or continties his friendship are often subjected

to scrutiny which is mpleasant and interpreted vicioxisly. Casual

contacts are misinterpreted. The "ex-wife" is often considered a

tempter of youth, if she is yet yovng and interesting; a rather in-

triguing compeuaion for the adventvirer, suffered and tolerated in a
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conmunity \jntil she can prove to the majority of the inhabitants that

divorce has made her neither iimnoral nor unmoral, that she bears no

gznxdge against hiananity, but that she is entitled to continue to func-

tion in the life of the group, asking no favors nor privileges except

the opportijnity to make the necessary adjustments in her own life*

The newspaper reporters in a considerable degree are re-

sponsible for the present public opinion in regard to divorce and its

victims: to make interesting news a divorce is often published as an

orgy of filth when even a contested divorce trial should be private.

Exploited perhaps for weeks during the divorce trial, every legal point

magnified, distorted, and publicized until the most intimate relations

of the conjugal state are common knowledge; exaggerated and misinter-

preted, the divorcee, whether libellant or libellee, feels publicly

and ruthlessly flayed. Always in any community are those who believe

implicitly every item of news, unless it concerns then^elves person-

ally, give credence to every implication, and then add the powerful

imaginings of their own minds, in relaying gossip. Gossip is spread

in every social gathering of few or large numbers j even in the congre-

gations assembled in the house of God, its insidious influence is often

felt. The self-righteous attitude of fellow-men forces upon the di-

vorcee in ciznning and devious ways, the conception that the Magdalen

of bibical tradition must have been lily white and virtuous in compari-

son.

Should he desire to do so, the divorcee finds it extremely

difficult to conceal his divorce as a legal proceeding for it is usual-
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ly published in the press. The public is curious or seriously in-

terested in the affairs of those frhose lives seem unconventional,

savoring of sexual irregxilarity. This is the sitmtion that exists

everywhere with the exception of the apartment-house and rooming-house

sections of the larger cities where social codes of conduct no longer

control the undisciplined individiial. The divorcee is conscious

that his intimate friends may take sides against him; they may show

reticence which he interprets as censorship, condescension or aliena-

tion. Family relationships and "in-law" contacts cause considerable

disturbance in loyalties b\d.lt up over a series of years. One wo\ild

like to be accepted in one's group as one was before his status was

changed by divorce, but this is practically impossible for usvially

one's mate was associated with one in all social contacts and one

inevitably feels like a fifth wheel in any social gatherings with his

married friends. With unmarried friends, one is looked upon as a

competitor. One is sensitive to aji exaggerated degree and is prone to

take offense when none is intended, and this sensitivity necessitates

deft handling by one's friends who may find being continmlly on

guard quite irksome. Acts of protest may lead the divorcee to vice

which may cause him to lose even the friends who stood loyally by him

during his marital difficulties and have endeavored to help him in

making the right type of social adjustment. Repression conflicts

and contintied pretense in all his social contacts may give way to acts

of crtideness not acceptable to those on his social level.

The employer is interested in the divorcee's affairs and
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the interest may be resented by one who feels that hie private life is

his OTO concern. This interest may be detrimental to the man whose

wife has been known and liked by his employer. If the marital break

is concealed from the employer, he may feel that the employe" has not

treated him fairly. Indirectly, too, the employer has a selfish in-

terest—his success depends, especially in a small city or town, on

the character and standing of his employes emd he may be fearful that

hie bxisiness will suffer finsuacially becavise of the scandal ajod will

lose its reputation for integrity if such a man is employed.

If the divorcee has successfully concealed hie private life

from the public by resorting to subterfuge, the event\jal denouement

is often shocking, and the assimilation of his past is made even more

difficxilt than it would have originally been. Divorcees are often

anxiovis to keep the fact of their misadventxire in the marriage state

from their immediate families who often are the last to hear of the di-

vorce. Modem fiction has based many a plot on the temporary retiim

to the marriage state when the "home folks" were expected to visit the

estranged couple. Even joint greeting cards have been sent during the

holiday season to mutual friends or even to mvitual enemies from whom

the divorcees wished to conceal their trx» status. These attempts

may seem ludicroua on the surface but they show to what lengths couples

may be forced in a vain attempt to hold the esteem and approval of

their social groups.

Betrayed, resentful, and disillusioned, the divorcee may

attempt to make readjustments in the social order by breaking away
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completely from his former friends and aesociatee. Usmlly the attempt

to break into a group at the same cultural level is xmsucceesful and

one is forced to make contacts in a lower social order where entree

is easier. The majority of Bohemian alliances are attempts to secure

recognition in a group where one will be accepted. The resulting

friendships are seldom satisfactory for the Bohemian group is not the

social group to which the divorcee had belonged and it is composed of

those seeking new experiences to obliterate past unhappiness. The old

love often lingers, repression causes more problems, and all the gaiety

seems forced and superficial. The disease of divorce is acute and is

often a chronic condition in our present social order.

The divorcee is never more cognizant of the power of social

controls than after the marital status has been changed legally. Mod-

em and extremely radical, or conservative, the forces of social con-

trol, either by implication or coercion, persuade one living outside

the social mores to accept the fact that the social lag is decades be-

hind scientific progress smd advanced sociological theories that are

expounded by liberals. The primary-group methods of control are

forced upon the divorcee: he has learned the power of gossip and

public opinion, he has felt the unsavoriness of divorce in his relig-

ious contacts. He has secured solace, too, in religion since he has

continued in his affiliations or has returned to neglected practices

and has experienced through his contacts with hianan frailties the

omnipotence of a Divinity to Whom one may turn for comfort and guidance

when one has perhaps been scorned by all his friends. His contacts or
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lack of them with existing social agencies have made his problem more

difficult. He secured only legal advice. He has a comprehension

now of the necessity of the family as an institiition, if the present

social order is to endure. The secondary methods—the court and the

press—have in his experience manifested a dual control, helping and

hindering him« From his own xmhappy experience he can see the exigency

for some organization to whom one might appeal for guidance emd advice

in marital problems before divorce becomes inevitable. He may not

recognize them under the name of family clinics or coxirts of domestic

relations. Undoubtedly when he becomes adjusted to his post-divorce

status, he will willingly endorse the movements for the establishment

of such specialized service to those who may be as vitally in need

as he was in his domestic conflicts. Fortunately many divorcees are

able to cope with any social sitxiation that may have arisen because

of divorce: they have met the situations as they have arisen, and

their personalities have been metamorphosed by courageous and persistent

effort in readjusting and reassembling one's internal forces. They

are the well -integrated members of Society.

The New Love

The divorcee who refrains from making new entangling alli-

ances may have in his mind the idea that eventually remarriage with

his former mate is a possibility for the first love persists and there

is a great deal of strength in such attachments. The events of one's

youth stand out in memory very vividly: the joy and ecstasy of the
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first mating is deeply planted in the subsoil of the emotions. Time

mellows the picture and unpleasant circumstances seem to fade; there

io a vision of enchanted days of happiness before petty differences

crept into one's daily experience and all one's faults were magnified
|

i

till the accumulation toppled down the marriage structure. Perhaps

conditions have been removed: death may have stepped in and whisked

away the relatives who may have been responsible for the original

estrangement. The economic conditions may have improved so that finan-

cial worries would no longer undermine one's happiness; other extrane-

ous clrciimstances may have adjusted themselves. The Individuals may

have become cognizant of their personality lacks and through re-educa-

tion and environmental changes may have acqiuLred them: the coiu*tehip

Is renewed, smd steps are taken to legalize a second marriage.

Unfortunately, this apparent solution to a divorcee's prob-

lem has many difficulties. Unless the causes for the friction In the

first marriage have been removed, the outcome of the second marriage

will be unsuccessful. The publicity attendant upon the granting of the

divorce will react upon the second marriage, and what had formerly been

a private and personal affair is now one of public Interest and privacy

is impossible. Then, too, the individuals themselves may have grown

away from each other to such aji extent that close contacts and the in-

timacies re-established will only end in unhapplness although some

couples have persisted in their attempts at reconciliation even a third

or a fourth time. If the divorce was granted without sufficient re-

flection and with little attempt to adjust matters before such a radical!
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step was taken, the remarriage may lead to happiness, bixt if the sit-

uation had been extremely involved with physical and mental and per-

sonality conflicts, it is much wiser for the relationship to be per-

manently discontinxied and no attempt be made to rekindle theflame of

love which will so shortly be again reduced to ashes of disillusion-

ment.

There is much in the first marriage that will hinder the

success of a subsequent marriage: one should never remarry unless

one is absolutely sure that all attachment to and love for the first

mate is completely gone. In remarriage unfortxxoately one often makes

comparison with his previous marriage which now becomes q\jite ideal-

ized, especially if the second marriage has little cause for complaint

and is apparently happy; the cause of this situation is the fact that

the divorcee has not become entirely emancipated from his former al-

liance. Ambivalence may exist through the repression of love and

hate in eqml degrees so that one is unable to free oneself emotional-

ly from the first mate. Impotency and sex frigidity have been found

to be the result in a second marriage when one has not completely

severed his first relationship. Through promiscuity and other at-

tempts at degrading sex, one may attempt to efface the first love,

btxt mder these conditions, the first love remains without a rival.

Fusion of images and fixations are just as tmaatisfactory. Sadioa,

masochism, homosexual tendencies, and other forms of pathological sex

are all problems involving mental conflicts and should be diagnosed

and skillfully treated by a psychiatrist or a psycho-analyst before
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one should even consider a remarriage, for these conditions must be

overcome or there will be no happiness in subsequent marriage and the

individuals concerned will find themselves in a noz*e serious state than

when the first marriage was dissolved.

There are many persons with polygamovis tendencies who can find

transitory happiness and satisfaction in a succession of marriages but

they are in the minority and are socially immature. Complete emanci-

pation from one's first mate may permit a harmonious remarriage and it

is true that some divorcees secure happiness in a second marriage bvtt

the scars and disilltisionments of a marriage with a partner who was

unworthy is not usually conducive to future connubial bliss. Sexual

compatibility may be established by education, but it is unwise to con-

tend that physical experimentation prior to marriage is necessaxy to

ensure marital success. The result is usually the reverse since one's

conscience is largely controlled by societal concepts and sex experi-

mentation even douring courtship is yet considered outside the accepted

social code.

Parent-Child Relations

Divorces occur more frequently when the marriage has been

childless: at the present time 57«2 per cent ^ (1925) of the divorces

were granted to couples who had children. Tfhen one entered into wed-

lock with idea of establishing an orthodox family, the love for chil-

dren was one of the healthy attitudes, and until quite recently,

1 Lichtenberger, J. P. Divorce p. 1^6, table XVI
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children were considered in practically every marriage. Love connotes

not only passion and affection bxit parental impulse which has been con-f

sidered a fundamental bond, one of the primitive attachments known as

maternal instinct: the father, perhaps more reticent in demonstrat-

ing his affection for his offspring, has an innate feeling, less phys-

ical than the mother's, but more protective. The coming of children

usiially brings emotional matiirity and the values of life that must be

experienced to be appreciated. Unfortunately, jealousy is sometimes

awakened when the mother has been mwise in centering all her atten-

tions on the child and neglecting its father, and she, in turn, be-

comes responsible for the establishing of fixations which do irrepara-

ble harm in the child's later life. Parents are expected to bring

childz^n up to healthy and happy adulthood by careful direction and

by protecting them from the harsher contacts with the world. Parents

should recognize the moral dajigera which they possess in their power:

they must imderstand the resources and conditions of the world in

which they live, they must keep intellectually apace with their chil-

dren, they must prepare their children for adult responsibilities

soon to be met. They may modify the effects of heredity by the right

stimuli and the right care.

Parents must lead their lives as individuals, not as the

slaves of their children; they must not permit the loss or submergence

of their identities in their children. Affection is a parent's right

emd expectation, but affection is not dominance; it is the recogni-

tion of individual rights, personal integrity, coflperation, fellow-
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ship. Nothing can give a parent greater satisfaction and joy than

having broxaght into being a sound, healthy, wholesome child who has

developed into a well-balanced adizlt. The values involved cannot be

duplicated in any other relationship: they give ample compensation

for any difficulties that may arise.

In the granting of divorce, the welfare of Society shoxald be

considered first, then the welfare of the children, and lastly, the

welfare of the individuals concerned. Parenthood is a serious respon-

sibility when it is shared by both the father and the mother: divorce

means that the responsibilities are shared but not congenially and

together; they are not compensated for in the joyful living together

so that each parent can behold the expansion and growth of the child,

the hianan contacts that mean so much in reciprocal love, Usxaally, un-

less obviously unfitted for the upbringing of her children, the mother

receives their custody, and the father assumes their financial respon-

sibility, with the privilege of seeing them at stated intervals which

often means a continual renewal of the link with the former mate.

Where children are involved, the father seldom takes the initiative in

instituting divorce proceedings when he is reasonably sure that he will

be deprived of his children. The experience of parenthood is uniq\ie:

there is no effective substitute, A man longs to see his children car-

ry on the traditions of his family; he sees in them a renewal of his

youth, his ambitions: pride is his heritage, and the pride in the pos-

session of af«niiy far exceeds the pride one experiences in the attain-

ment of less worthy objects. Children stimulate ambition and drive on©
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on to goals that coTild be reached by no selfish motives. Mothers

live over again in their children* s experiences, their own lives. All

these are lost to a degree in divorce.

Hxwarted parenthood can embitter as few other human expeiri-

ences can: hate of the absent mate is subtley expressed before the

child2*en and unfortvmately, to them, the absent parent iisiially wears

a halo which casts a kindly glow over any shortcomings he may manifest*

Divorcees suffer, too, in the knowledge that their legal separation

has deprived their child of the nonnal family life to which he is en-

titled: they realize that their child may get a distorted view of

life which fills him with bitterness and resentment and which may re-

sult in anti-social conduct because of mental conflicts resulting in

being associated so infrequently with one parent who may be his fav-

orite. Personality conflicts and difficulties may arise in the child

because parental contacts are chiefly with one sex—^the daughter

handicapped during puberty if her mother is inaccessible, and the

son sxirrounded only by women has little opportunity to develop manly

traits and adopt the role of masculinity.

In some cases, divorce and separation, with a child living

with only one parent, are better than bringing up a child in an at-

mosphere of constant indifference, antagonism, and daily friction

which breaJcs down even barrier of decency. Broken family life is

often responsible for the child's unhappy ideas of marriage, axxd he,

too, since divorce often follows from generation to generation, will

find in the marriage which he entered skeptically, all that he feared
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in unhappiness and in disillusionment.

The divorcee knows that a difference in attitudes and ideals

may and do cause unwholesome effects upon the child: difference in

religious beliefs leads to indifference or no belief on the part of

the child: a difference in moral standards leads to moral confusion

in the child's mind, and in time of temptation the child will not have

a definite moral conviction because he has never known a definite moral

code with high moral standards of behavior. Again when one loves as

a parent loves his child, he is conscious of seveie mental angxiish when

he knows that in spite of his love he cannot save his child from the

consequences of divorce.

In remarriage, the child mxist be considered; the parent

must at sometime justify his remarriage in the eyes of his child, and

this he may attempt to do by building up toward the other parent hate

attitudes iriiich so often end in inner conflicts even when the child

apparently seems adjusted to his foster parent. If the child be of

the same sex as the former mate, the parent complicates the situa-

tion, sometimes, by bestowing on him more affection than that shown

the offspring of the second marriage; or in striving to proclaim his

fidelity, he may maltreat such a child and. add to his own problems,

self-reproach for such unjustifiable treatment. The foster-parent

may be resented by the child, and this may eventually dissolve the

second marriage. In a current magazine article, the child of di-

vorced parents, who in turn has gone thro\igh the divorce mill, pleads

that the innocent victim of divorce, the child, may be allowed the
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eecurity of a home and home life with a foster parent after remarriage,

emd that the real parent step out of such a child's life until emo-

tional maturity has been reached at which time the child may decide

whether or not he wishes to renew the contacts with the parent who has

been out of his life for years. The self-sacrifice entailed by the

missing parent is the price paid for the child's happiness and well
1

being. As far as the parent-child relations are concerned, divorce

is socially detrimental.

1 Ladies' Home Journal Vol LI, No. 5 PP« 1^ 72
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Chapter VIII

Reorientation after Divorce

In spite of the fact that the divorcee may think that his

case is peciiliar, so involved that for him there is no solution; no

grief so poignant, no experience so tragic; Time, the soother and the

biaffer, eventually assmges some of the pain and aids in the rehabili-

tation of the individual. The normal person, who, with jxadicious

assistance, can bury his past and live in the present, has made ad-

justments so that he begins to feel that he is again a member of

Society recognized because of himself and what he can do or what his

interests are, rather than one set apart because he is a divorcee,

has made great strides ahead of the individual who, because of re-,

pressions, displacements, mechanisms, and other types of conflict,

becomes nevirotic, psychopathic, or develops a split hysteria and

must be counted a social loss. Several factors enter into the re-

orientation of a divorcee.

Necessity of Expressing Mental State to Others

Dr» Hall believed that a human being had not only physical

bxit emotional and intellectxoal problems £md "he believed that the

process of unburdening the mind to a sympathetic person who showed

no tendency to sit in judgment was in itself of therapexxtic val\ie

—

emotional catharsis. ••••He knew that each person must work out his
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oim solution for his difficulties if any effective change in his at-

titudes and in his adjustment to life was to be accomplished • His

was the unobtrusive role of helping to clear away the obstacles to a

more complete self-xaiderstanding and courageous facing of reality...,

he realized each individml must achieve a philosophy of conduct for

himself...." and "as a result of his influence," was "better equipped

to make successful life adaptations. .He conformed to the mental hy-

giene concept of education as a preparation for life and social ad-

justment."^

The divorcee will find relief and assistance in expressing

his mental states to someone in whom he has confidence; he must learn

not to confide in everyone with whom he may ccooe in contact for there

are many unscrupiiloue persons who take delight in soliciting and ac-

cepting such confidences only to betray thm, and this betrayal will

cavise infinitely more harm than the unburdening of one*s heart will

have helped. The confidante mxist be a person of understanding and

sympathy, one who endeavors to place no blame nor censure, one who

is shocked at no recital of events, one who is ever receptive, kindly,

friendly, in whom transference is gradually made until there is in the

heart of the divorcee nothing more to release. The unburdening may

require time in abundance, and patient, interested, attentive, and

sympathetic understajiding, with an occasional word of advice or en-

couragement interspersed.

If the confidante is one of the same sex, the rapport dimi.n-

1 Understanding the Child Vol. I, No. 1 Pioneers in Mental Hygiene,
0. Stanley Hall Blanchard, Phyllis (Ph.D.) p. 20
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ishea and one need not fear a homosexual affinity; if of the opposite

sex, the security felt in transference must not be confused with love

but should be accepted for its true worth and at its own value* Un-

doubtedly, the person beet trained for the reception of such confi-

dences is a psychiatrist or a psycho-analyst, who could delve into the

recesses in one's life and bring into the light the hidden caiisea which

hinder complete readj\istment; but specialist's fees are often prohib-

itive and his services are not essential in many cases. The confi-

dante is able to restore the divorcee's ego, his respect for and con-

fidence in himself; by wise giddance and kindly counsel, he can ex-

plain the reasons for many of the conflicts which may have a sexual

basis which can be sublimated bxxt not successfully rationalized nor

repressed, for mental and emotional conflicts may have had their

so\2rce in infantile reactions. Fixations, complexes, inhibitions,

fiuxd frustrations have concxirred to make personality adjustments so

difficult in the post-divorce period when the divorcee has been a

victim of wounded pride, sensitivity, pessimism, one with a feeling of

guilt and a loss of ideals who has endeavored to compensate by day-

dreaming and living in a world of phantasy, suppressing jealousy, fear,

anger, and disgust. Not all of these unfortunate conditions exist at

Einy one time in any one individual so that the confidante is not nearly

so overwhelmed with a problem nor overburdened with its solixtion since

nearly all hixnan beings are flattered or complimented when one is

turned to or soiAght for in an advisory capacity.

The divorcee is often anxious to assist in helping himself
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and when he once can appreciate that he alone is not responsible for

hie inability to find happiness in marriage but the responsibility

must be shared by others and that he can free himself of his conflicts

8uad repressions, his adjustments are not so difficiilt. His transfer-

ence mxist be complete and must go through to the end in establishing

successful responses and contacts. It cannot be successful if it stops

at way stations that are in themselves unacceptable in his social group*

If one accepts the experience of divorce for what it is worth

and profits by what one has learned, undoubtedly it is possible for

one to make a complete and satisfactory readjvistment that will be profit

able to oneself and to Society. In the majority of cases, the blame is

not entirely on one side in the marital state: both are usmlly at

fault in some degree. If one can conscientiously see one^s own faults

eind recognize the causes of them and acknowledge what the results of

them have led to in the past^ he has made a favorable beginning toward

overccaning conflicts and unfortunate personality traits that may have

caused unhappiness—previously he may have considered his pecviliarities

and idiosyncrasies as assets setting him apart from others; he appre-

ciates now that instead > they were liabilities and had been used to

cover up deficiencies he had been unable or xjnwilling to try to over-

c<»ne. If he can feel that inwardly he knows and understands himself

and knows his failings and what to do to overcome them, he will sur-

vive the ordeal and become a finer individual because he has been tried

in the fires of divorce and the dross and dregs have been removed,

leaving metal with just enough alloy to be pliable in making further
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adjustnents. It is not impoasible biit it requires an eameatnees of

purpose and a conviction of mind that will cauae the metamorphosis to

occxar.

Friendships cultivated or renewed shoiild continue in his

ovm social group or at the same social level, and as he severs the

old love successfully and completely, he may succeed in complete re-

adjustment in a second marriage. Affiliation with some Protestemt

denominations smd with the Roiaan Catholic Cfhurch forbids remarriage.

Satisfactory sublimations are possible: marriage is not essential

to everyone's happiness; neither is remarriage the only solution after

divorce. Many divorcees with no religious scruples never feel within

them the iu*ge to remarry and have successfully readjusted themselves

to Society. They often become loaders in our social movements for

the better xmderstanding of hiaaan relations; they find complete satis-

faction in their work and in their circle of friends. They have ac-

qiiired foresight and knowledge. They have lived life fully and have

profited by their experiences.

The following illustrations of cases known personally to

the writer show how some divorc#«e have lived after the crisis of

divorce. The causes of divorce, too, are quite evident.

She was thirty-four years old, a high school teacher, smd he

was twenty, just gradxiating frcwi high school, when they married. They

had been teacher and pupil; she had tutored him so that he might grad-

uate. She was quiet and unaasuming and had received little attention

from men. During his senior year in school, he was constantly giving
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her small gifts and apparently they mistook friendship for love.

After his gradmtion they were married. At the time the disparity in

ages caused a great deal of gossiping. The war was in progress and he

enlisted in the Navy. Evidently they drifted away from each other and

when the Armistice was signed he returned to his own home. They had

never been established in a home of their own but had lived together

in her father's home.

In confidence, he told that he was happy about two weeks

and then he "woke up." He said that he simply couldn't stand their

life together any longer and ho didn't know why or see how he had mar-

ried her in the first place. She didn't fit in with any of his friends

and recreation which entertained and amused him, she did not enjoy.

Two years after they were married, they were divorced. He

had fallen in love with a girl his own age, and the wife made no ef-

fort to hold him.

Besides the disparity in ages, there was a difference in cul-

tural level that was evident in all their contacts together and which

navy service did not lessen. Their marital life was so short lived,

and the excitement of the war so keen that he thought of divorce only

as a meajis to an end and that end was his marriage to a girl of his

own age and intei*estB. They have been happy and the first marriage

caused no conflicts that made readjustment in remarriage difficult for

him.

Anticipating connubial happiness, the former wife resigned

when she married. When he joined the Navy, she made contacts with
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school officials and substituted in the various suburban high schools.

After the divorce was granted, she reapplied for a position in the

school where she taught previous to her marriage and was re-elected a

teacher there. Apparently she found only fleeting happiness in mar-

ried life: she was not particularly romantic and the separation was

so gradual through the interference of the war, that she was readjust-

ed to her old routine of living before the divorce was granted. The

greatest blow to her was wo\jnded pride and the knowledge of the fact

that for a few years she was the butt of the gossips. Mentally she

suffered until Time and new interests made the gossipers forget that

one of their nmber had been unsuccessful in marrtage. She is still

teaching and continues to be the qxiLet, unassxmdng, vmobtrusive woman

she was when she married over fifteen years ago.

They were about twenty-five years old and had known each

other a couple of years when they became engaged. Thirty years ago

they were married, a June wedding with all the pomp and ceremony be-

fitting the marriage of a couple in the upper middle class of Society.

The next year a baby girl was bom \>vtt lived only a few short months.

After that "keeping up with the Jones* s" or rather getting a step or

two ahead of them, seemed to be their object in life. Althoiogh he had

a good position in a well-established firm, she persmded him to leave

their employ and accept a larger salary in a company that was not so

reputable as the one he was leaving. Gradually they increased their

expenses until they were living up to every cent of their income. He

met with en accident that called for an instant accounting of his busi-
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nesB affairs and hie accotint was found to be in arrears—he always

was a few weeks behind in making his returns but always had straight-

ened them out before the end of each month. He was discharged. For-

tunately for them, he had a substantial accident insurance which per-

mitted them to live as they had tmtil he was able to return to active

life and secure a position. Gradxially they drifted apart in their

life together until they simply occupied the same apartment without

even speaking to each other. After ten years of marital life they

were divorced.

The blame for their state of affairs was equally divided be-

tween them. Before they were married, they both had secured sexual

gratification with each other and we ire occasionally promiscuous.

After they were marxded, they travelled in a fast set, indiscreet if

not morally bad: their attractive home was the setting of many ca-

rousals which finally ended in their being requested to leave apart-

ment house after apartment house in the suburb in which they lived.

Their friends who had not known of their prennarital cohabitation and

who were rather conservative and respectable dropped them. They con-

tinued for a few years with a Bohemian group of fxdends, constantly

changing and becoming more hoydenish and cheap. Finally they arrived

at the state where they were living in a low grade fximished apart-

ment. The end of their marital ventxire came when some man with whom

the wife had been fz*iendly told the hxisband that his wife had infected

the friend with a venereal disease. The husband secured the divorce.

After the h\i8band's accident he was fortunate in securing
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a position in a nationally knoim and reputable concern where he has

been for the past twenty years. His business took Mm away from hie

native state and he made new contacts and several years after his di-

vorce he remfitrried. He has broken completely away from all his friends'

even from those who knew him when he was a young man and would have

been glad to continue their firiendship with him. His only contact

with them was when he tried to establish the fact that his first mar-

riage was not legal and could be annulled. This was not true for he

was legally married the first time and he knew it. As far as his

friends can learn, they believe that his second wife knows nothing at

all of his first marriage, that he posed to her as single when he

courted her and has never disillusioned her in the ten years they have

been married.

The first wife was practically destitute when the divorce

was granted and was not given any alimony. Her former friends recog-

nized her but socially she had stooped too X©» to again be taken into

their circle. The host of Bohemian acqmintances melted away and she

was left alone. Finally she left this section of the coimtry and

settled in the Mid-West. For several years she has maintained her-

self by xnjnning a lodging house, and is financially fairly comfortablcj

She has never remarried.

She was only seventeen, a junior in high school, and he was

three years older, a graduate the previous year. They were married

during the summer and a few months later, a baby girl was bom. They
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made their home with the girl's mother who waa a widow earning a liv-

ing by taking in roomers and by doing some nursing. The boy was em-

ployed by his father at a salary that could maintain his little family

The decided to go housekeeping ajid furnished a small apartment which

they kept for only three months when the girl and the two-year old ba-

by returned to the mother's home, and the boy to his family. The di-

vorce was glinted and the girl received alimony sufficient to care for

the baby. She had never worked, but despite the depression, she suc-

ceeded in securing work as a cashier in a restaurant, one of a chain.

To avoid the stigma of being an mwed mother, she had mar-

ried. Both the boy and girl were children of average middle-class

families, with advantages that shoxild have given them the training and

control necessary to carry on a friendship that did not end in a breaci.

of the social code. They were too young to accept the responsibilitiee

of married life and now that they are divorced they are no better fit-

ted to carry on. As a married couple they made friends with an older,

sporty crowd of married couples who lacked the prerequisites of self

control and spent their evenings in drinking at parties where there

was little evidence of self restraint. At the present time neither

the boy nor the girl has an adequate conception of the seriousness of

the steps that they have taJcen in either marriage or divorce. Apparenlj)-

ly they are unconscious of any problems other than the economic neces-

sity of the former wife going to work. She looks upon the work as an

opportxmity to avoid taking care of the baby who is in the care of its

mateimal grandmother. What does the futia-e hold for this girl of twen-

ty and this boy of twenty-three?
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Several years ago, she was aboirt nineteen and extremely at-

tractive, receiving attention from several eligible yoving men. The one

she liked the beat, she quarrelled with, and in pique she married a

second man, charming ajid affable. He was a clever accountant with

the promise of an assured future financially. They had two little

girls between whom there was five years' difference in ages. With

perhaps uncanny psychic powers, the husband seemed to sense that his

wife had not given him all her love. Within a short time, he began to

drink quite heavily. When not under the influence of liquor, he was a

beau brummel in appearance, a gentleman; but under its influence, he

was beastial. In such condition he would try to force hie wife to co-

habit with him and when she refused, bitter quarrellings resulted.

His drinking was periodic, but the worry occasioned by it and perhaps

remorse at having married him, bx^ke down the wife's health and she

went to a sanitoriim, a victim of incipient tuberculosis. She re-

turned home after a few years apparently cxired. A year later her sec-

ond girl was bom. Happiness did not continue and soon conditions

were worse than they had been before she was ill. Retiiming home

intoxicated, the husband tried to force himself upon his wiffe and

meeting with refi;u3al, he swore he would maltreat their elder child,

whom he locked in the bathroom while he was there. Driven almost dis-

tracted the mother and sister endeavored to batter down the door: he

finally released the child. He had uBoi this ruse as a threat and

did not intend to attack the child. His wife, however, left him emd

took the two children with her. Although granted alimony at the time
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the divorce was granted, payment was intermittent since the husband

fell more completely voider the influence of liquor over long periods

of time. But all through his life, he would occasionally rise above

the temptation to drink, secure work in his own line that would pay

a salary of over $50 weekly for a period of months, and then without

any warning, he would slip away from his job and would be dead dnank

for weeks until one marveled at his vitality. When he worked, his

wife would go to his sister with whom he made his home to secure the

alimony available to aid her in supporting herself and her children.

From the time she divorced her husband, she has worked and is still

working for the same company. Her standing is high smd she has the

respect of all with whom she comes in contact. Until the children

gradxjated from high school, they were sent to a boarding-school con-

ducted by nvaiB who gave them excellent training at a very nominal cost

Every other Sunday during all those years the mother jotimeyed a sev-

enty-five mile round trip to be with her children. The elder girl

became a nurse and is now married; the yo\inger has a position in busi-

ness so that she is self-supporting. The father died after a short

illness a few years ago. The former wife went to his funeral but she

thoxight it wise not to have the children attend for as far back as

they could remember, they had never seen him except when he was in

good condition, so that their memory of him was not unhappy* They

knew that he was often under the influence of liqiaor and they simply

lost their interest in him. They were not resentfizl nor bitter: he

had just gone out of their lives so gradually and perhaps so long ago
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that he was practically a stranger to them. The mother apparently

centered her interests in her job, in her children, and in her relig-

ion. She has never been rugged and now is quite frail. For two years

she has had a small apartment with her daughters and has been very hap-

py. Since the elder daughter married, the mother and the younger

girl have continued to keep the little apartment.
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Chapter IX

The Relation of Society to the Problem of Divorce

Divorce is a Social Pailtire

Society is responsible for the increase in divorce and

considers it a public acknowledgment of failure, a social evil, a dis-

integrating influence that is threatening the institution of marriage

euid family life. Divorce is the culmination of or the legal sanction

for conditions already existing in msatisfactory marital relation-

ships. Practically all of the evils ascribed to divorce exist in the

connubial state that is breaking down because of unsatisfactory ad-

justments in marriage catised by lack of proper expectation or prepa-

ration for and knowledge of marriage; economic and industrial condi-

tions that make precarious financial security; the interference of

relatives and friends; and chronic ill health, emotional inadequacy,

and lack of physiological growth.

Coercion by law or religion or the force of public opinion

has not been able to stop the increase in divorce. Periods of de-

pression show a decline in the divorce rate. There is a wide varia-

tion in the rate throughoxat the country, higher in the cities than in

the towns, and proportionately lower in the rural sections where so-

cial customs and sanction still act as deterrents. Immigrant sections

have a surprisingly low divorce rate. Often divorces are granted to
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those whose mates have been left in the country of their respective

origin. Perhaps oi»r isonigration laws restricting quotas have been

responsible for some of these divorces for it is often impossible for

families as a \anit to enter the United States at the same time. The

father and husband comes to this comtry, acquires new customs and

habits and eventually grows away from his wife, becomes enamored of

smother woman here, sectires a divorce from his wife, and remarries.

Where religion is a bar to divorce, the rate is lower, but

even among adherents to faiths not sanctioning divorce, there has been

an increase. Legal divorce in such cases being recognized but remar-

riage is forbidden except in unions where the first marriage is an-

nulled for good and sufficient reasons, viz., marriage by coercion.

Ibitil Society accepts divorce in its social mores, the statiia

of the divorcee is xmdesirable, and in spite of the ultra-modem and

radical thinking along sociological lines, the numerous middle class

has not accepted willingly nor graciously the divorcee. Motives are

questioned, morals are considered irregular, ajid any subsequient pub-

licity is xasually enlivened by the details of the divorce long ago

secured. For a divorcee in our present Society, it is impossible for

the "dead past to bury itself" and remain permanently interred. The

newspapers should be enjoined to discontinue publishing the details of

a divorce or abetting the publicity attendant upon such a trial. Such

restraint upon the news would make readjustments easier for the individ-

mis concerned ajid might lessen eventually the nmber of divorces.
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Elimination of Divorce

By Social Education

Sociologists seem to agree that the monogamoiis marriage is

the type of marriage best sxiited to the needs of the human race: it

is one of the oldest of our institutions, and has endured from time

immemorial. In spite of the transitional state of cultural adj\xst-

ment at the present time, it will survive. Customs and mores are

changing but fundamentally the family as an institution has no rival.

It is imperative that the individual be trained for mar-

riage thro\agh social education from infancy on so that the adxilt may

meet the responsibilities of life as he finds them in a marzdage

based on affection and on the eqviality of the sexes. Family life

has been caught in the cultxaral lag which is many years behind the

scientific progress made during the last hmdred years. The home, the

school, and the Chxirch must unite in providing the means and the op-

portunities for this type of education.

Society, whether conservative or radical, antiquated or

modem, religious or irreligious, admits that the instinct of mating

or the sex instinct or love is one of the primary instincts, one that

may be satisfied in an instant and yet remain forever unsatisfied: it

is a fundamental basis of hisnan relations. The solution to the nor-

mal individxial ' 8 sex problems has been thoiight to be marriage but m-

fortunately either there are fewer normal individmls than Society

realizes or the institxztion of marriage is gradually weakening, dis-

integrating; and the sex problems are admittedly the fundamental
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causes of much of the present disruption in monogamoxis marriages. Is

the institution of marriage at fault? Is the individual becaxise of

faulty equipment for life or the influence of environment from birth to

maturity to blame?

What is love? It is the fundamental force in marriage and

an understanding and an appreciation of it is essential to social

growth and maturity. Love—passion, parental impxilse, and affection—

the foundation of marriage is the most powerful moral force in the

world, responsible for great deeds and achievements, at the groundwork

of hianan endtavor before history was recorded, an incalcuable force.

Love is so importajit that it makes a man and a woman feel that they can

live no longer alone but must complement their lives with affection,

courage, sympathy, fidelity, and mutual help. Love is the greatest

natural influence in life. Love is selfish and pl^sical; love is al-

truistic and psychical.

The biologist knows love in its physical form as the central

force in life, the fountain head of happiness or unhappiness, of well

being or misery, the relentless goddess to be propitiated. The body

warns when caressed, the body thrills to the arduous advances of the

lover, every sense awakens to the call of love, erotic sensations stim-

ulate the nerves, the glands exude their secretions, the eyes sparkle

with life, the ears are alert to the whispered endearments, the mouth

responds with reciprocal yearnings, the blood surges through the veins,

pulses quicken, the bodies blend as one: the siating instinct seeks ex-

pression for it is life itself. This love is called sexml passion be-
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tween the sexaa and is biologically for the perpetmtion of man and is

pleasurable. Connubial love in present day Society is no longer satis-

fied on this level. The eugenicist considering only the primary end

of love states that the social claims of the race and in the individu-

al claims of the heart are not opposed to each other but are identical.

The vitality of a people depends first and foremost on the capacity and

willingness of its women to bear and foster children and on their hus-

bands* capacity and willingness to protect them—the will of the in-

dividual to sacrifice his own ends when the common weal demands it.

Children must be well endowed and well equipped and if love cannot pro-

duce such offspring by selective breeding then through the dissemina-

tion of contraceptive information or by sterilization, such love will

produce no progeny.

The psychologist defines love in abstract terms. An under-

standing of the psychology of love might have saved marriages that are

destroyed beca\xBe of sexual ignowmce. Lovers consummation physically

nay be spontaneous in lower civilizations but in the higher groups

physical love is so interrelated with the psychical that it is now

recognized that mental processes are essential to complete love, Trop-

ism and instinct, the external and the internal, record themselves in

the nervous system euid as love continues in more frequent physical em-

brace, it soon becomes habitual and frees the mind for a more perfect

love. Biologically love may be denied not because of physical incapact

ty but psychically since the lovez^ cannot adjust themselves to each

other because of present conditionings in the marital state or because
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of circumstances long imadjusted in their consciousness which reqviire

the services of a psychiatrist to free or sublimate. Occasionally the

ambivalence of love ajid hate may take the place of love. The psycho-

analyst traces love from the child's feelings toward himself, the

purely physical, to love for his parents which is the first manifesta-

tion of altruistic sentiment and includes the sexual aspect in rudi-

mentary form for his normal emotional development. If love is re-

pressed, hate manifests itself, various complexes and fixations assert

themselves which result eventually in the inability to direct love

freely and fully results in psychic impotence or frigidity, in an in-

cestuous fixation, an exaggerated love concealing hate, or liarcissis-

tic neuroses.

Love connotes passion, parental impulse, and affection.

True affection has been found to be more enduring than either passion

or parental impiilse. Affection enriching personality has reached a

point of vantage where the emotional level is higher than ever before

and this level changes as the lovers mature. Affection implies the

response of the whole personality for it satisfies the desire for in-

timacy, constancy, and permanency; and breaks down reserve with each

other both physically and spiritually. Affection demands loyalty and

it is now the major factor in marriages that are enduring in this peri-

od of fl\ix. Marrying for love as typified by affection, an altruistic

marriage, calls for much heavier social obligations, more intelligence,

more thinking, more opportunity for benevolent interplay than any

other reason for marxdage. But there is also occasion for more irrita-
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tion 8uid conflict than ever before. The ideal of love needs no fetters

for it is stable, it exists beyond control because it is permanent, it

is timeless because it lasts till eternity.

Love is a great social force. Love in marriage is a social

asset when it manifests itself in individual happiness, the establish-

ment of a home, the coming of children which results in the emotional

maturity of the lovers, self-sacrificing and altnrLstic. When love dis

appears, marital adjustments are unsuccessful, selfishness and egotism

supplant mutual love end confidence; the married state continues super-

ficially because of coercion superimposed by law or religion, or fi-

nally ends in desertion or divorce. Society suffers when one of her

oldest institutions is undermined and she is endeavoring to reintegrate

marrtage

,

Education in the Home

In the study of maridage and divorce, the gradual building

up or breaking down of right or wrong habits is traced from the in-

dividual's infancy on. Divorce usually occurs between two individuals

who have been unwisely trained in making physical, mental and social

adjustments not in a single crisis but in their entire growing-up

process. Parents ajid Society seem to have been most unsuccessful in

the handling of emotional growth and sex impulsion in infancy, early

childhood, adolescence, and maturity. The causes of maladjustments

«re often far removed from the result in period of time.

Infantile emotions and reactions are expected in the infant.
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The mother image is recognized and accounted for; the mother is the

soiurce of bodily comfort for the child. It is she who cares for and

niirtures the helpless baby and in her handling of this mite is assured

his future normal life or a life filled with maladjustments. Mother

fixations develop in this period ajad they raise havoc in marital life.

Not only physically but psychically euid emotionally it is essential that

the child be weaned from its mother and trained in self reliance and in-

dependence .

In this early period from one to eight, sex should not be over-

looked and any manifestation of sex curiosity should be wisely satis-

fied ajid interpreted in terms the child can understamd. Repressions

and inhibitions develop even at this early age and manifest themselves

in maturity. All studies of the sex life of adialts prove concltisively

that sex consciousness appears very early in childhood and that children

sense qxxickly the tmithfulness and honesty with which parents meet the

early sex situations—curiosity manifesting itself in questions concern-

ing the coming of babies, the physical differences in the sexes, and in

the various sex activities in which children indulge. The exhibitionist

is still in this infantile state. In the period from eight to twelve

or until the onset of puberty, children are avowedly homosexual. It is

extremely essential that parents indirectly guide their children wisely

through this stage and help them to make contacts so necessary to their

development. Adults who are fundamentally homosexual are still in this

issnature state and can never adjxist themselves emotionally, and rarely

physically, when they marry. Sex education shoiild include preparation
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for sexual maturity so that especially in the girl there is no shock

nor sense of shame connected with her flowering into womanhood. The

sacredness of the human body and the paz^ it plays in reproduction, if

gradually explained in the course of everyday events and not as a mat-

ter of great moment, will give youth a sane outlook on this vital fact.

The adolescent from twelve or thirteen to eighteen is hetro-

sexual. Contacts with the opposite sex are indispensable and wise

parents make opportunities to foster and advance such friendships for

their children. At perhaps no period of life are the emotions so un-

stable; complexes, repressions, frustrations, and necessary sublima-

tions of adiilt life often have their beginnings at this period. Re-

pressing himan natxire maJces life mean and ignoble. If repression

continues, the instincts are an increasing danger. Physiologically the

body is undergoing a great strain, the endocrine glajids are stimxilated,

physical sex differences become marked; all kinds of adjustments are

made, successfully for the normal youth but tragically for a larger

proportion than one likes to admit. This is the period when day dreams

are indulged in, where the age of chivalry may be relived in phantasy,

when religiotis fervor may become intense. Activity is essential during

this period. The physical basis of marriage shoxild be explained, the

full significance of the sexual natures, the need for self restraint,

clean living, and piirity; self control is necessary so that when real

love does come into being it can be enjoyed to its utmost; the spiritu-

al nature of marriage should be emphasized. Physical desire must be

sublimated in other channels. The obstacles in marriage should be dis-
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cussed and youth forewarned that marriage is not all happiness and joy

but a process of adjiistments that tends toward altruism.

The age at which youth reaches full matiurity is variable and

must be considered from many sides: biologically full growth is not

attained until twenty-five although the onset of puberty is sometimes

unwisely spoken of as the age of physical maturity; legally in most

states the age is eighteen for females and twenty-one for males;

financially the age is extremely inconstant since the standards of liv-

ing are so different; mentally, sixteen to eighteen; btxt often one does

not attain emotional matiJirity until one has married and has had chil-

dren. The individttal has become an adult; his personality has devel-

oped.

Education through Schools and

Social Agencies

In addition to formal education, character training and the

training and control of the emotions are essential. The growth of the

mental hygiene movement is indicative of the strides that have been

made in the knowledge that physical and mental health are closely re-

lated. Early conditionings are essential and the home is learning to

coiperate with clinics and nursery schools in habit training for the

pre-school child. Pre-school clinics assist the home in solving prob-

lems of the unadjiisted child. In the school system, courses in the

sciences, biology and physiology supplement the training the home has

given and the individual knows the structiure and the functions of his

body; chemistry gives one a knowledge that is helpful; courses in home

t
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n\irsing, practical home economics and domestic arts coiirses with stress

on the planning of and njnning a home, preparing meals, making up

budgets based on varying incomes, are taking the place of the training

that once was secured by actxial participation in the home. When

drudgery is removed from the home, physical activity needs to be sup-

plemented by spiritual culture which is available in the fine arts,

miisic, art, and literattjure. Courses in sociology and in the other

social sciences have been introduced into the curriciila with the ex-

pressed aim of teaching the individtaal how to live happily and effi-

ciently with his fellow men. In the college, courses are offered

which deal with social problems with emphasis on marriage and family

life. Both sexes shoxild be trained in the reqidsites of home-making>

home finance emd budgeting. Educators are planning courses for the

boys as well as for the girls. Opportunities for cultural advancement

must be made available for the industrial and economic revolution

combined with social evolution have shown that only through spiritual

ajid ciiltural advancement can opportunities be afforded for raising

to a higher level family life.

Religion is a spiritual inheritance which should not be

cast aside in Christian Society which bases its standards on high

moral idealization. The strain and stress of daily living in ovoc

present state of transition forces one to appreciate the consolation,

inspiration, and joy experienced in spiritiaal satisfaction found in

the institiition of religion. Clergymen recognized leaders in their

communities in their contacts both with groups and individuals have
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opportunities for moral inatiniction, guidance, and advice that are of

inestimable social value. Because they knom personally the individuals

and the families belonging to their church, they are often approached

for advice in domestic situations before disorganization has completely

broken up the family. They have had the confidences of so many others

that they are experienced in solving family difficulties and often iron

out family troubles by the ami cable adjustment of disagreements so that

the family continues on imbroken. Religion teaches self restraint and

discipline through self denial, self control, and self mastery. Since

the Middle Ages the Church has been instrumental in maintaining family

life bvtt neither the Church nor Society can now foster fami ly love by

coercion.

Scientific knowledge and invention must bring about better

economic conditions. The coxmtryvide depression which has lasted for

several years and continues up to the present time (19^) indicates

the extreme necessity for the application of some System that will keep

Society from again experiencing such troublous years. Industrial mal-

adjustments react upon the welfare of Society, and everything that re-

acts against Society in the zoain demoralizes family life.

More Careful Mate Selection

The individiAal should be trained so that he knows what quali-

ties are desirable in a mate so that instead of being swept off his

feet by an infatiiation, he can differentiate between passion and trxm

love based on affection, and will refrain from forming an alliajice that
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will end only in imhappiness and disillusionment for both. The careful

selection of a mate is impoz>tant: it leads to intelligent considera-

tion of all the facts that enter into the making of a happy and per-

manent marriage which will oontinvie to promote romance, understeinding,

freedom, coiirtesy, respect for personality, and opporttmity for real

living. The individiial should then know that physically and mentally

both he and his future mate are fit for marriage by submitting to an

•ztensive examination by a repixtable physician.

Financial responsibility may rest entirely upon the husband-

to-be or it may be divided between the two if they both continue to

work after marriage: the income should be si;ifficient to guarantee

economic seciirity.

An agreement should have been made on the type of family

they mean to establish and the mesms they intend to use to keep it an

orthodox or an arrested family.

Religion shotald be considered as it enters their lives for

the spiritual side of marriage should make it enduring by increasing

its sweetness and strength in affection found in an altnoistic union.

Institutes of Family Relations

Courts of Domestic Relations

Society must concern itself more with the family that it in

the process of breaking down but has not reached the point where it is

completed disintegrated. Undoubtedly the best agencies would be In-

stitutes of Family Relations, Courts of Domestic Relations or Family
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Coxarte where advice might be soiight on matters concerning domestic life

which seem to be causing friction, discord, and finally divorce. In

Germany about six years ago there were established "Marriage Advice Sta-j

tions for Married and Engaged Couple*"^ who wished advice on their mari-j

tal difficulties or pre-marital advice on health, legal, economic, or

ethical aspects; or advice on human problems of a personal, medical, or

legal nature; or advice in conflicts occtirring between parents and chil-|

dren.

"The Institute of Family Relations was established to bring
together in one place, and give to the public, the existing information
that will make for success in marriage and parenthood,

"It is now in its fourth year of activity. (Los Angeles,
California) During the first year it helped 595 clients; during the
second year 2275; during the third year 2508.

"its work consists of public education, personal service, ajid

research. It represents the first organized attempt in the United Stateji

to bring all the resources of science to bear on the promotion of suc-
cessful family life.

"Education for Marriage—Pew people, even in the most highly
educated part of the popiilation, have had ajiy real preparation for mar-
riage; and experience in all civilized countries shows that miost of the
difficulties, disharmonies, and eventual tjragedies of married life are
due to lack of information and preparation. The Institute has there-
fore worked out what it believes to be the most complete, practical,
and successful education for marriage tlmt is offered anywhere. This
involves a study of the personal and family history, a physical examin-
ation, personality analysis, and full instruction according to the cli-

j

ent's needs, to give a full understanding of successful adjustment in
marriage.

"Family Adjtistment—For those already married, wlio want to in-
crease the happiness of the home, the Institute offers thorough indi-
vidml assistance. While no two cases are alike, three difficulties
usually go together: unsuccessful household management, failure to use
leisure time constructively, and lack of sexual adjustment. The last-
named proves to be the fundamental one,—though frequently not recog-

1 The Pajnily May, 1950 p. 85
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nized as such by th© partners, because of their ignorance. It is due
in the main to wrong emotional attitudes carried over from childhood,
and to ignorance of the physiological and psychological differences be-
tween the sexes. Other difficulties that seem to the individmls to be
much more serious are often secondary, although problems of personality,
of child training, of cofiperation, and a score of others call for at-
tention in many homes. Where intelligent husbands and wives really
want to codperate in working out their difficulties, the Institute has
found that in almost every instance it can furnish them with the knowl-
edge that will lead to success.

"other Personal Services—The Institute has given help to
hundreds of clients with miscellemeous sex problems, with problems of
heredity, and with problems of child training and adolescent behavior.
It advises in questions of disputed paternity, in adoption of children,
and makes mental tests and other studies of personality.

"The Institute does not treat disease, but refers its clients
to their own physicians for that purpose. Its work is primarily diag-
nosis ajid education. Its transactions are wholly confidential.

"Por complete premarital conferences, and for cases of family
maladjustment that the Institute takes, a nominal service fee is re-
quested. No charge is made for preliminary inquiries, casual consulta-
tions, or for the educational material, reading lists, and references
which the Institute can supply. It is operated on a non-profit basis,
as a public service.

"Lectures suid Conferences—Interest in marriage and the fam-
ily, and the failure of most educational institutions, both public and
private, to deal with these subjects frankly and fully in a scientific,
constructive, ajid helpful way, have led the Institute's department of
education to provide an extensive service in this field. Lecturers are
available on alxoost any topic, and a special series of six lectures
with choice of alternative subjects has been arranged, in which experts
cover the most important aspects of the family, giving opportimity for
discussion and personal consultation as well as aid in further study.
This courae has been given under the auspices of many colleges, church-
es. Christian Associations, clubs, and Parent-Teacher organizations.
Some commimities find it more convenient to have the same sort of ma-
terial presented intensively in an all-day conference made up of lec-
tvires and of discussion groups, according to local needs

"The Institute is continually furnishing material to student^
speakers, and writers in this field, and can xisually ptxt inqiiirers in
touch with needed information, without delay or expense. Its compre-
hensive reference library is available to all."^

1 The Institute of Family Relations (circular) Paul Popenoe, Sc. EL,

General Director, 551-5 Consolidated Building, Sixth and Hill Sts.,

Los Angeles, California
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Oouirbs of Domestic Relations have been established and

"It is the purpose of the proponents of family courts not only to af-
ford relief to multitudes of distressed men, women, and children, hvA.

also to obtain the data that will place the answers to the following
questions on a basis of fact: Why do husbands and wives seek divorce?
Why do they feel justified in perpetrating fraud or committing perjxuy
in their effort to obtain marital freedom? What is the effect of mari-
tal freedom? What is the effect of marital dissension and strife on
the welfare of children? Is the increasing divorce rate a sign of in-
creasing degeneracy in our social life? It will only be through the
medium of courts organized on a plan similar to that of the family '

court and administered under the control of sound scientific doctrine
that sxifficient and exhaxistive accurate information will be acquired to
make possible a sane revision of our marriage and divorce codes and
bring them into effective and constructive harmony with existing social
conditions. That the law of marriage and divorce must finally be modi-
fied to meet the needs of the family in this age of changing social con-
ditions is no doubt inevitable, but the safest course, the only really
safe course, is that of first obtaining reliable data upon which such
changes, if they are to make for good rather than evil, must be based.
At the present time there appears to be no way of harmonizing the con-
flicting interests of the family, society, and the State other^^than
through the medium of scientifically organized family coiurts." Such
coiurts now exist in some parts of Illinois, Massachtisetts, New Jersey,
and New Yoric with adult j^Arisdiction only: there are juvenile and do-
mestic relations courts in Iowa, Nebraska, and Pennsylvania,

The chief criticisms of these courts are that they are over-

crowded, probation officers have not received adequate training to be

efficient, and the judges are underpaid. "A judge requires qualities of
the highest order, broadmindedness, executive ability, tact, knowledge
of law, knowledge of the principles governing social work, knowledge of
people. "2

The social sciences—medicine, psychiatry, and social case

work—Instead of legal science are the basis of the success of this type

of court. In spite of all the assistance such a court nay offer an un-

adjusted couple in readjusting their sex life, budgeting their incomes,

X Current History 50:876 August, 1929 Effects of increasing divorce
on family life C. W, Hofftaan

2 Social Year Book 1955 P« 155
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uggeeting and perhaps training the wife in the orderly performance

of roxrtine duties smd in home management, diagnosing, prescribing for,

and treating ill health—^mental and pl^8ical--aaai8ting the hiisband

when there is industrial maladjustment; divorce may be the inevitable

resxilt even when every persistent effort to get along together has been

made. Society then knows that divorce was the only solution to the

problem for it was resorted to only when all other remedies had failed.

Some members of the legal profession are not in favor of such covirts

because of selfish financial reasons b\it eventually this will be the

type of court that will function in all cases of family maladjustments.

Socially it is sound; economically it will justify itself

for it will obviate the duplication that now takes place in caring for

family conflicts and in attempting to do remedial work. The social

point of view is absolutely essential for all who are responsible for

the forming of public opinion and point of view—clergymen, teachers,

and newspaper men.

To make marriage more stable and to lessen divorce in this

period of social flux, these minimum enforcible standards are suggest-

ed.

1 Legal restrictions making eighteen years the minimum age
for marriage without parental consent. This must be es-
tablished by presenting documentary evidence, preferably
a birth certificate.

2 Health certification. Presentation of a doctor's certif-
icate. Men and women suffering from, gonorrhea and
syphilis prevented from marrying until they can prove
that they have been ciired. Penalty for false certifica-
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tion by doctors.

5 Prevent insame and feebleminded from marrying. The less
obvious or psychopathic are hard to detect even by physi-
cians. Publish the lists of those m parole or sent
home as cured from state hospitals for those mentally
sick.

4 Retain the five-day law not for publicity but for veri-
fication of the facts presented by those who wish to
marry.

5 Both persons to be married should appear before the
license issuer. No licenses should be sent by mail.

6 Require out-of-state people to present out-of-state
licenses stating that they have fulfilled the reqviire-
ments of their state for marriage.

7 Administrative procedure. Marriage license issuers
should be familiar with the marriage laws of their state.
All persons authoidzed to issue marzdage licenses shovild

demonstrate by examination that they are familiar with
the laws pertaining to marriage in their state.

8 The fee system should be completely abolished and the
issuers of licenses should receive a yearly salary.

9 There shotild be state supervision of license issuers
and the records of marriage. The State Department of
Public Welfare should have charge of licensers and
records.

10 Need for state legislation in revising and improving
marriage and divorce laws. Legal steps should be taken
to abolish marriage markets. The exploiting of couples
who seek clandestine and hurried marriages performed by
anyone empowered by law to do so should be prohibited,

11 The need for establishing clinics or bureaus of marriage
for those who need and seek advice.

12 The exploitation of marriage should be forbidden under
penalty; marriage market towns shovild be abolished; the
Reno type of city which exploits divorce should no long-
er be sactioned.-*-

1 Morris, Albert Social Problems Class Discussion, Boston Iftiiversity,

1955
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Welfare societies, women's clubs, and other •rganizations

established for the betterment of human relations should work together

to seciiro the passage of laws that will improve the institixtion of mar-

riage and save it from foundering on the rocks of divorce.

Because of the wide variation in social groups in the dif-

ferent states of the United States, it is imwise to pass federal mar-

riage and divorce laws* If each state would make a concerted drive

to improve its laws so that basically all state marriage eind divorce

laws were practically up to the same standards but modified to meet

the needs of a particular state, there wo\ild be no need for federal

laws except to give federal officers the right to check up on the

states to see that the laws were enforced.

The institution of marriage has not failed: it it function-

ing now and will continxie to function. Marriage is based now on af-

fection and its ideals are more altruistic than they have been in any

other culture. If unhappy marriages can be avoided, there will be no

divorce.
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Chapter X

Sxmmary

Divorce is one of the problems in which sociologists and

others strtving for the betterment of hvmian relations are interested.

It is agreed that the adjustments necessary after the divorce has been

granted have not been successful in many cases but have resulted in the

disintegration of the individuals concerned so that they have become

social misfits.

The health, economic, and social problems as they affect the

divorcee in striving to re-establish oneself in Society are considered.

Pew persons deliberately enter into the connubial state an-

ticipating failure. Marital unhappiness is caused by lack of sexual

adjustment, lack of capacity to enjoy domestic life and responsibilities

and the inability to properly use leisure. Supreme happiness and per-

fection are found in no human relationships so shovild not be expected

in marriage. Enduring marriage should be based upon affection. When

it is based on passion, the union is fleeting. The romantic marriage is

as short lived as that based on physical attraction alone. On whatever

basis marriage is constmmiated , the fimdamental and primary instinct is

the mating instinct. A knowledge of sex and its variations in the male

and female are requisites for marital happiness and this is secured

through sex education rather than through sex experimentation.

Fundamentally divorces are caused by sex incompatibility
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which involves not only the physical vmion of the s exes but the mental

and emotional conflicts which seriously affect the personality. Legal

causes for divorce rarely are the real reasons for the break in mari-

tal relations.

The transition period after the divorce has been granted and

while the struggle to adjust oneself to Society is most difficvilt of-

fers a fertile field for research. Repression and rationalization of

the divorcee's experiences, especially those intimately connected

with divorce make it extremely hard to know what the problems have

really been* A few cases are cited to show the struggles which have

been imdergone in trying to adjtist oneself in Society after divorce.

The health problems and the readjustment of the love life of

the divorcee are important. Dr. Hamilton and Dr. Davis cite vividly in

their researches the importance of sex compatibility to health—physi-

cal, mental, and emotional. Sexual incompatibility is evident in many

marriages that do not end in divorce but may resiilt in psychoses and

ne\iroses while living in the marital state. Homosexual tendencies are

evident in the majority of human beings at some time in their lives.

The various forms in which sex expression and sex repression manifest

themselves are evident in the endeavors made in adjtisting one*s life

after divorce. Some resort to prostitution, promiscxiity, homosexual

alliances, and masturbation. Degrading sex does not solve the problem.

Sex can be successfully sublimated in one*s life. It my carry over

into personality conflicts which result from the demoralizing effects

of divorce. Because of personality problems which make the divorcee

subjective, one is often disliked by his associates or exploited by
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imscrupulous persons. There is opportunity for considerable research

on this one phase of maiadjustment and at some future time, psychia-

trists will publish tneir results which will be as important a contri-

bution as was Dr. Hamilton's in the field of marriage. Combined with

both sex and personality maladjustments are mental conflicts and the

attempts at readjiistment. Mental integration after divorce or after

amy crisis is dependent on the previous successful mental growth and

development. Combined with emotional conflicts, all these conditions

requiring curative measures, make the future adjustment after divorce

complicated ajid serious. Many are able to make successful adjixst-

ments but if the others could have visualized the difficulties en-

countered after divorce, the numbers seeking release from marital re-

sponsibilities would decrease and more thoughtful and serious attempts

would be made to understand each other before a legal separation was

necessary.

The economic problems after divorce are especially impor-

tant at the present time. The subject of alimony is of concern to

Society. Lessened income and loss of income concerns both the man

and the woman, especially the latter. It often forces one to lower

one's standards of living, to resort to irregular sex alliances be-

cause one is not financially able to assume the responsibilities in

remarriage or forces the woman to remarry for no other motive than to

be assured economic security which is never the basis for success and

happiness in marriage.

Divorce is outside the social mores. The social problems
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of adjustment are serious for individuals are gregarious and seek the

companionship and approval of their group. When it is not forthcoming,

the sorrow they experience is deep. Divorcees are socially ostracized

and sometimes feel forced to seek companionship at a lower social level

where they are accepted but where they seldom find happiness. Social

controls are not kind in their treatment of the divorcees and make

their attempts to find social security infinitely harder than if they

could be ignored.

Remarriage with the first love is sometimes realized but xm-

less the causes of the conflicts have been removed, inevitably disil-

lusionment again results. Experience in marital relations does not

seem conducive to success a second time for love of the first mate

often persists even when it is apparently not evident. If it has been

repressed, remarriage should not be contemplated until one is sure

that all love for the first mate has gone. Where children are con-

cerned, the new relationships established are often so involved that

nothing but unhappiness results. At times successful adjustments are

made and the child feels aecxxre in the new home that has been estab-

lished. Remarriage may offer a solxxtion to post-divorce problems.

The divorcee in striving to solve the problems after divorce

is in \irgent need of a confidante to whom one can unbu]:*den all that

is within one's breast. It may be a friend with an understani ing

heart to whom one can confide the most intimate details of one's mar-

ried life, who can guide skillfully mtil one is re-established in So-

ciety. The psychiatrist or the psycho-analyst is better trained and
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knows exactly how to untangle the akein of events that have led up to

the present disillusionment and despair; he knows how to delve into the

hidden recesses and extract the causes of sexual incompatibility, per-

sonality And mental conflicts, and emotional disturbances and give

adeqtxate instructions for solving those difficulties and prescribing

the treatment that will create a well-adjusted personality. Psychia-

trists are not nianerotis and their fees are larger than many divorcees

can pay. In the majority of cases, their advice is not absolutely nec-

essary; but a confidamte does seem essential in the reorientation of

the divorcee. Friendships should be c\altivated for neither man nor

woman cem live unto himself alone.

Society in the period of flux and transition is responsible

for divorce and is cognizant of the fact sjid is endeavoring to corirect

the causes of disintegration in family life. Society mxist train the

individual through education begun in infancy and carried on through-

out life in the home, in the schools, and throvigh social agencies.

The individual must know what love is and how it has a threefold mean-

ing, passion, parental mating, and affection; how they may be recog-

nized, and how affection must be the basis of marriage if it is to en-

dure. The education in the home and school must include character

training, habit formation, control of the emotions, making social con-

tacts and adjustments all through life. Scientific knowledge and prac-

tical training in home management, covirses in social studies as well

as vocational courses are incorporated in the curriciila of the schools

as well as cult^lral courses in the appreciation of the fine arts and





literatvire. With this training given to the individual, it should

necessarily follow that more careful mate selection will assure a de-

crease in the divorce rate.

Society appreciates that much constructive work can be done

before family life is completely broken down. Through Institutes of

Family Relations and Courts of Domestic Relations trained scientists

and social workers will assist those in need of advice, counsel, and

guidance in making adjustments that rdll lead to the settling of dif-

ferences as they arise in the marriage state before they reach the

point where divorce is inevitable. More stringent marriage require-

ments and laws rather than more difficult divorce laws will lead to

more stability in marriage. State laws need revision but at the pres-

ent time, federal marriage ajad divorce laws are unwise.

The institution of marriage is not a failure: the marriage

of the present is based on affection, and the ideals are higher than

they ever have been.
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